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VOL. XXIII NO. 74 KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. MARCH, 26, 1908 TEN CENTS PER W EEK
THREE WITNESSES
FAIL TO SHOW UP
AT INVESTIGATION
Attachwent Issued For lies
Supposed to Know About
• Marshall Night Rid,,..
Two Hundred Were Oat All
Night on Some Mission.
GRAND Jlete IIKKUMFIS TODAY
(Staff ClIrrrspost*nee.)
Benton, March 211.--000 good day's
work wee put in yesterday by the
grand Atry Investigating 'the night
riding at Birmingham. wee :ate ees-
erilay afternoon when the Jury
emerged from the room there were
*mites ut metafiction Ott their terra,
and also on the face of ('outmost.
wealth's Attorney John O. 14ovett.
Cho has guest,oned the witnewies
fearlessly. The commoneralth 11.1b
po ...seem of a thorough emeeledge
of the moreinentstif night-414er%, and
with this advantage unwilling wit
n.•se• have been tanged badly and
their !esteem-les have been contradict
.ef so thoroughly that tbere Is no
doebt. shen the jury reports, many
indictments will be given.
So complete is the knowledge of
the eight riding that the county of&
11'11111 Marinette county could place
tiss r hands rat the leaders of the or-
es:CAL:4ton. As the .mell (collar "he-
tue•n the rivers" walked Ugh the
„--.ALossi„y.ettezdaa
excitement among. the populace,rwho
weeder* d bore it was going with 'there
Thee. are important queitions to be
asked witnesses who will be examined
today, and If three talssIng men als
peer there -is eertsla enenrthing ex-
citing to be the outcome. Several
' state menus that Were made to Merolla;
N.el when the nem were summoesed
are manidereei most dantageig to iti*-
MPS.
(guards were out last night, as B.-n-
ein was prepared for any attack that
wiehrbe made en the warehouses Or
S's frighten the jury'. Tuesday Right
many of the leading demos afayed
up ne night with a ens within reach.
Teo rumor-- from Keetisee reeled-
tier.. of the men forming, and it 'was
theme!! they Would be bees yester-
day, but none appeered. 1.st night
li was qu et. Gene has been ordered
from the state arsenal at Irrankfort,
and these rifles will be an aid to the
(Inane. All of the tobacco ware-
houses have been equipped with fire
lighting apparatus, and a .tuall fire
et uld be Checked.
The grand -jury Will remain in sea.
pion until Friday, when Attlee Reed
will return and • report will be made.
Investigate:re corroborated the re-
port that the band Ism active between
the rivers, night befeles last. after
!Marshal N4101 bad served the wit.
!least's. It Is now believed they were
going about in force suppressing testi-
mony.
John Cox and Fred Fred Willcox
Ire two of the absent wItnommis for
whom attaeittnmets were 'lamed.
The fact that tbe sight riders are-,
from Lyon riatinty adds to the proba-
bility that Indictments will be re
turned. Marshall roomy Mittens.
Cho are Jealous of the 1004 name of
their count), are bitter at the thought
that outlawry, which heretofore has
found little aynipathy in the Purchase.
should crass the river to kill and to
bunt. Marshall county people feel
that they are:_eapable of regulating
thelr own affairs.
?abate° 'Thieves.
Two in4ietmen0 became knowe
tele late yesterday afternoon that th,
grand jury had found in the morn-
ing Two boys, one 11 yearn old and
tbe other 14' years, whose names
have let been matte public, were in-
dried for stealing Wheat). le is al-
leged that the two lads stole tobaa u
from the warehouse of Joseph Cole
and Thomas Rickman &bent 6 Mil,
east of Benton, last week. The tobac-
co was missed and an investigation
was made and the tobacco- found at
the homes of the boys The boys said
they were going to sell the weed. It
probable. that the boys will be given
a term in the reform school.
M.5 lisH A LL TEl
WAR (JETS INTO COURT.
Attorney lack Fisher, of Benton,
watt hare this morning and secured a
temporary Injunction iron Judge
Reel, preventing the Marshall County
Telephone eompany from connecting
their lines with the system of the
Kentucky Equity company. The
lequit company Is connected with the
Cumberland company In Marsha!?
county. but under a retent decision
of the covert of appeal, the Morahan
Cavity, le hateatftlaf to
to ," • Mein
I tri
Prominent Farmers of Nicholas
County Arrested For Complicity
in a Night Rider Assassination.





Carlisle, My.; March 26. (Special.)
-Butler McClanahan. Jr, and Henry
Funning, prominent farmers-, were tie
lasted for the funnier of Wrenn Hed-
ges, In Nicholas county, Friday night.
Tee warrants were sworn out by Mrs
140dges awl others are to follow. The
men live only a short distance from
the went. of the killing.
T. n stranger& went- chatted away from
Armattong's warehouse earlier in tbe
evessing. The family of (*IV Auditoo
Could had a narrow escape from
their burning in the home. 011 was
used to start the fire. ,
tenIted Press-)
Cincinnati, March lt.G. -Night rid-
ers caused $1.:.0,11110 10aa in Coving-
ton last night. They burned the
warehouse and a half million pounds
of tobacco, belonging te.,T. S. Mann
ten and six neighboring resideneets
Morns Warned,
Calvert City. March 26. --(Spectate
-Citizens of Ca:vert City and Ges
tertsville have received warnings In
the form of letters advising them "to
keep their .mouths closed or a lickine




THEOBALD PETERS 'Hotel at Springfield, Ill., in
FOUND NOT GUILTY .Which Republican Delegates Are
IN POLICE COURT Staying, is Destroyed by Flames.
Jury Decides for Defendant op
thti First Count for -gelling
Liquor.
other Consts Against Him on
Trial This Afternoon.
San Francisco, March 21; - Three
Joint IndkAnients were returned by
the geed jury against Reef, Patrick 11TH
Calhoun and leery it Fird for hireleg
given or offered • bribe to superve-
Ore.
GENEROUS ANDY
Mayfield,' Ky March 26.---Andrew
Carnegie has written he willeeve $
%et to the fund now being raised by
the Ladies' Aid society to purehase a
tepee organ for the (tristian church.
STEVENS IS DEAD
San Francisco, March 2G.--Dur-
ham White Stevens, the American ad-
vier of the Korean council of state,
who was shot by Korean assassins,
died during the night, *4116. under-
gelag an operate:tn.
PIERCE STATION
AND RHOA DM 11'
"We, the jury, Mal the defend-
ant not guilty an eiterged in the
est-rant. H. W. lemiere, one of
tiw jury."
This verdict was rendered this
meriting at 11:20 o'('lock after hear-
ing evidence in one of the cases of.the
city against Theobald Peters, 1140
Broadway, charged with selling IICIUOt
without a license.
Two detectives, 1) G. McDonald
and Thomas Boone, swore they pur-
chase.' four bottles of beer in the
'place March 16. and that each drank
two bottles and experienced a deny
atotaton.
The bottles were without labels
and the detectives said the contents
resembled beer in taste. Ten cents a
bottle was paid for the alleged beer.
Theobald Peters swore that he has
not sold beer or any Intoxicating
and Gilbertiviere are just arras the liquor since& limns, was refused
river from the supposed home of the !
*eight riders" the citizens have taken IS DESTROYED BY 1a_ a temperance brevrefrom a brewinghim. The defense said Peters bought
letneneiraffeeteleertrgi•Weetei - - --- — ‘---- -- - e— orelehtelene'atertIfelerM4efieenteired
Tuesday night
e Al Hickory terove.
Mayfield. .Ky , March 241 tepee
reel- W M. Futrell, the storekeeper eceorreet, -Kye, Merck- 2-6.-Plerce•:
at Hickory Grove. found a bundle of Station, near here, was- destroyed beswitches at his blow this ntorning %eel fire. Practicalry the whole town was
• not*, which said he must be carefel buinsa., The km; is $ 1 6.00u.
Cr they wou:d mt him. It was settled
"N. R." Mr. Futrell is net a tobacco Mined on Train.
planter and is orepearesesie citizen. 
Bowling Green. Kr., March 26.-
FLAMES IN NIGHT
Bryan la loses.
Cedar Rapti, Iowa March 26.-•
Bryan Democrats ex-retried supreme
control over the state :convention here!
tOday. CIL bre idealise to
thor:2. of the Nebraska 'esteem. Te
preserve bernOny in the Fifth dis-
trict a double set of delegates to the
rational convention will be eleeted
eaeh with a half vote.
Grain Market
St. Louis. Mo., March 26.-- Whet'.
el tee corn, 6,1 1/4; oats, ere
pees: eery Carter, of Barren
County, and Sam Slaughter, of War-
ren county, were attacked while rid-
ing a freight train by an enknown
man ahd both will die.
----e--
et Wheisester.
Winches:et. Ky., March 26 -flew,
elate-Fire in the heart of the Due-
ness action caused a loss of $60.000
ear!), this morning. It started in a
testaurant.. Among the building,' de-
stroyed were the 16cEldoway build-
ing. the Christian church, a restate
rent, the postoffice. the Masonic lodge
building, a number of law offices, a
millinery store and a grocery.
EDWARD LESSNER SAYS THAT TAFT IS
GROWING IN POPULARITY WITH PEOPLE
W. B. JOHNSON 1S
HELD IN NEVADA
FOR PADUCAH JOB
Weskits§ of "Favorite Son"
Candidacies Beemeiss More
Apparent Every Day.
Edward leaner, In the Courier-
Jou' nal. says:
New York, March 26-The state-
ment of Frank Hitchcock and the
latest summary of the delegates thus
far elected to !erase showing a
steady gain for Secretary Taft, occa-
s one no surprise in political circles
here Even the claim of his manager
that the secretary is apt to be named
on the first ballot finds many alley-
ors „Indeed the general Ides here
among Republican leaders -Ia., that a
eampeile has already sot is to the ad-
ntInfttratIon candidate which will be
difficult to check. The feeling Is that
from now on many party leaders In
other state., have either been on the
fence or flirting with the boom, of
the "favorite moue" will deelare fot
Taft as a matter of poetical expedi-
ency before it is too late. ,
There Is no doubt, however, on the
other hand that Secretary Taft is
growing with the maser of the party
In the section of the country, and mat
a much greater pace than any other
of the candidates This is the opinion
of those who have no bias whatso-
ever. He is undoebtedly making the
hotter side end qualifications known
in a way that brings votes His per-
sonality has done wonders Those
who have met hint at various fitter
lions in New York and Rotten are
(Continued on Page Three.)
Mc. W. B. Kennedy, the tobacco
broker. petit:sad last night from May-
field, where be boo ht pavers' hog.
The police department is In receipt
of a letter from Goldfield. Nev., say-
ing that W E. Johnson, wanted here
for swindling A. Pollock, the jeweler,
out of about 5300. is held there on a
minor charge, and that the photo
graph sent from here identifies ben
a. the Paducah crook. Detective
Moore, who has been handling the
case, has put in application with Gov-
ernor Willson for requisition papers,
anti he will go for the prisoner.
OHIO MINERS' PLAN
Columbus, March 16.-Mine work-
ers will not strike in Ohio April 1. It
le likely there will be a suspension
for two weeks until the scale La ad-
jested, according to Secrete'', Savage.
of the miners.
KNICKERBOCKER OPENS
New Yoek, March 26.o-The Knick-
erbocker Trust company reopened to-
day with • stream of people le grow
of the doors. Missy will withdraw
deposits which have been tied tip
three anonths. During the time the
institution was In the reviver's hands
attorney, and receivers in the ease
were paid $$00.000 by courts for the
work. The ow:soapy has two mil,
Doha h Math to hest My roe. RR
expert* oteetbird will be with-
that J, was not over 2 per cent ekes.
i teol.
1 A local brewery agent said he sold
!Peters the temperance brew and"that
!he knew from meet-fence that It was
'not intoxicating. The defense was
irepreeented by Hal ii. Corbett, and hemade several attentschrto break doerti
'the reliability of the detectives' testi-mony. No witnenees were introduced
iby the city other than the detectives.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
represented the city In the case. No
bottles of the liquor were produced in
the Ole!, but in the other cases the
city has two bottles of the alleged
beer and fettir bottle' of allegeJ
whisk y.
This afternoon court will be held
and the other cases meshed Peters
will be tried. as well as the case
against G. A. Chamiler, charging him
w;th permitting gambling on his
premises, and the case against John
Croal charging him with operating a
game. For the first time in many
years a case was tried en police court
with a jury and this morning the
police department was notified to
have 30 men to act as jurymen on
the cases this afternoon. At all times
this morning the court room was
packed with spectators and several
times the enthusiasm of the crowd
save way and Judge Cross threatened
to clear the court room.
This Anemias.
With renewed intereet the trial of
Theobaid Peters began this afternoon
In police court, and the room was
crowded with representative business
men of the city. Before noon the
police department wee ordered to
summon 3-0 mete but Immediately
after court convened this afternoon
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr .
moved that the sheriff of the county
summon the jurymen. Hal Corbett,
for the defense, objected, but Judge
Cross loustained the mortJon end the
venire summoned 'by the pollee was
discharged.
Warrant No. 2 was taken up, but
Attorney Corbett said important wit
twines were fleeing and asked that
!Mother warrant he taken tip, The,
Commonwealth agreed, and warrant
No. 4, charging Peters with selliue.
liquor without a license. on March IS,
was taken up
At the discharge of the Jury Hal
eCorbett Sled a 'written statement for
a continuance. hut Judge Cross over-
ruled the -motion. and the trial of
warrant Ne. 4 began. Mayor James
P Smith as an Interested epectatoi
at the trial.
01ST. 23 MEETING
Louisville. KY Mandl Sloe
eisel-A joint session of the Western
eentucky mine operator, and mine
workers, of District 1.3, met ttes
niorning to discuss the wage scale
BANK ROBBERS FOILED
, Earlton, Kits.. March 26 --Robbers
sued too meth explosive in treling to
open the safe of the State bank here
tiering the sight. Tile feat of ilia
*widow was bloWl out. Meant
ROT! 'imitated and taw wilaiors se*
without tilt tic tr,,. 
"
tee
the home of Joseph Evans, a wealth..
None Has Time to Rescue His oil man, were destroyed and a ions-
her yard was saved by firemen.- The
fire lose since Saturday is $1.;to,00.0Belongings and Many People
Lose Everything They Pos-
sess in Fire.
Springfield, III., March 26.-The
Leland hole is in flames. It is one
of the biggethotels in Illinois and
(Am.:ye is now filled th Republican state
delegates. A neral alarm was
sounded and the convention nearby
adjourned to allow the delegates to
seek their property in the hotel.
The fire stetted on e roof and a
high wind fanned the Da to other
portions of the building, hich was
soon gutted. The loss will mount to
$200,510.0. So far no one hurt,
but many had narrow cram The
top floor was occupied by r dent
Patrons, who lost everything. i he
hotel was filled With delegates. to
Republican state convention. Fe
had time to am personal belongings.
neremen are trying to prevent the
flames from spreading.
Pyromania;
Tues. Okla., March 26.-A pyre-
maniac is believed to be working in
Tulsa. During the night three fires
were started. The Rink theater and
GILLETTE'S DOOM
Albany, N. Y., March 26.-Gov
ernor Hughes, replying to Mrs. Gil-
lette, says he will. not Interfere with
the court's decision in sentencing to ,





Springfieffi. Ill., March U.-The
publican state convention will late
ar adopt a platform, which in-
s the state and national admInts-
tt ado e and Cannon for president ana
advise a revision in the tariff.
Donee'. Cullom. Hopkins and
Busse wi he elected delegates at
large.
Kentuckians Defend Kentucky.
God help Kentuekyl says the Louis-
relle Times.. To the curse of entirely
has b-en added the shame of hysteria_
And this in a stale whore boast has
been, not of Its material possessions.
tut of its manhood and womanhood
Beaniee the tobacco thee has with-
he'd non ele element of Kentseky's
citizenship an coequate pri, for the
pioduct of its labor, protest has taken
the form of arson; murder passes taus
ter as argument and kukluxism be-
comes the one established form of goy
element, not- in one county, but in
scores teethe canner of the state. 'flue
general assembly of the state called
to regular session votes down every
measure to strengthen the law-en-
forcing arm of the state government.
The courts, for the purpose of seeing
CHAS. K. WHEELER
MAY LEND NAME TO
PRESERVE PARTY
Mentioned as Difitrict Delegate
to Democratic National Con-
vention at Denver,
Break Away From Old State
Machine is Led by First.
EVERY COUNTY FOR -WHEELER
It is rumored on the street here to-
day that as the result of the confer-
ence of leaders at the meeting of the
First district Detnocratic committee at
Princeton yesterday, Hon. Charier X.
Wheeler, of this city, and, formerly
the district's representative in con-
gress, will consent to be one of the
distilete delegates to the Denver COM
vention. The other place will be left
open for Hon. 011ie James, unless he
accepts a posit on on the state's Big
Four.
The significance In this acceptance
;:f the honor by Mr. Wheeler, who
has consistently abstained from poli-
tics since his retirement from con
gress is found in the statement that
Is is not entertaining any political
ambitions. and that he is simply play-
leg a patriotic part in lending his
name and influence to the cause ot
the regeneration of Kentucky Dentoc-
racy. His anti-Beckham tendencies
are well known, and his personal In-
a tally lnethkiletriele.es
enbee Meted, that the con-
ent of every county leader at the
conference at Princeton was secured
:o the unanimous demand on Mt.
Wheeler, while his friends give amour-
sacs that he will break into polkies
this once and perhaps be a delegate
to the Democratic state convention.
Wherever the name of Charles K.
Illenffer III potent, Beekbame will lose
'n the state convention, and Thus with
e eaby move, the thirteen counties
ef ethwestern Kentucky, the Gibral-
tar strict will be wrested trout cot.
trol o tee old state machine, and for-
tunate: for tee party, by the power
of one m n, who has not the slightest
Intention o exercising that power for
his owe pe ml benefit. Mr. Wheeler
finds eie ezcu'h for turning his back
in politics in a1irge law practice. •
The district o anleation also wet
he changed, when the district dale-
(ate, to the state eousention meet to
choose a chairman and delegates to
the national coneention. Who the
new chairmara will be is net decide:1
on. but probably 011ie James will have
considerable to say at the last is nam-
ing Wm, although the anti-Beckham
men are positive that whoever is *e-
lected he must be one of the old stai.
watts of the party.
that the laws of theenlie ere obeyed,
have ceased to exist The \governor
lees apparentlyeeecome quieseeet. And
e ne remedy that Kestuekla who
believe In law and desire order can
conjure up Is an appeal to the fed
government to declare martial la
and to govern by force of arms the
People of a state in which the strain
of American blood ii 99 per cent.
pure! Kentucky's shame is of her
own making. If it Is to be ended, it
Must be of her own ending. And
there Is but-one way to end it. Be-
fore the month Is out there paid be
?Meta armed and mounted- men on
guard., Kentuckians. not federal
Lroope; volunteers, not hireling. The
cost to the state's treasury should no







The tobacco market seems to be
recgre quiet then at any time since the
saies beget, and local brokers are
not receiving any orders from Inter-
ests they represent, except for a few
hogs at a time lest are needed'
as filin ifor types of which they are
short. The Italian and Spanish sot-
representatives who buy direct from
the grower.
These buyers have about ;received
all their purchases and it is said that
the amount they received is by far
the best that has been bought for two
years. Howeve-. the prospects now
are for a "bumper crop" this year.
Reports from the countey are' that
mere plant beds have been sown tette
for years. The weather conditions
have-been most favorable, and unless
something unusual occurs there will
be an abundance of plants. The lode
cetions for a big crop ihis year causes
the buyers to hesitate in buying and
may result in their buying just
enough for their present needs.
ernments have not yet begun to buy.
On then' ths association is placing a
great deal of dependence and believe
that as soon as they see that there was
really • short crop last year, they w41-
begin loosing in large quantities,
which will cause other buyers to be-
come mere active.
One broker said that with the ex-
ception of a few hundred hogsheads
sold to the French buyers, non t of
the governments that have a mosibp-
oly on tobacco, have made any pur-
chases except through their personal




at the congresslonal delegation have
a tip that Governor Beckham aspires
re-be temporary chairman of the state
conireption.
W-arehonse Biased.
Covington, March 26. (epeeist )
-The leaf tobacco warehouse of I.
S. Hamilton & company was burned
by -incendiaries. Other property was
bunted. The loss Is 1150.01)0,
ROBBERY CHARGE
. AGAINST TWO UN
ARRESTED TODAY
Edward Walker and Elmer Davis,
two white men, about 30 years old,
were arrested last night by Patrolmen
Whittemore and Rogers on the charge
of robbery. It Is alleged that the two
11/.11 entered residence of Mrs. K. E.
Holt, Twelfth street and Bernhelzu
armee, Tuesday night and one seised,
a water pitcher, threatening to strike!
her If an outcry were Inside. The
other man demanded money, and she
was forced, under' threats, to hand
*ler 34 cents, her ehange. Both men I
left the house gukkly. The patrol- •
mei him ham attor tit* men slam.
Last nt two ,
*t•
MAY 3 K. C. DAY
The Knights of Columbus have Se-
en upon May 3 as the date for the in-
itiation of the- next clam into that or-
e, r. Probably GO new members will
bee taken in ibis time. The lodge now
numbers neanly 200 and the new
;lass will make it one of the largest





The Grand Leader clothing store.
353 Broadway. was entered last night
by some one and $5 was taken front
the cash register. Nothing but money
was the object of the thief. The rob-
bery was committed by some one that
mass atemaented with the •rrange-
urents of the locks on the back doors.
The thief had to numb several high
board fences and a pile of empty store
boxes to get to,the rear of the store.
The iron doors were opened by put-
ting a small stick through the crack
at the side f one of the doors sadIke
pushing u e iron bar that holds
them. After door was opened be
broke the glass in the wont, door so
he could put his band through and
slip the bolt.
FRISCO'S DILEMMA
San Francisco, March 26.--A com-
mittee of the best citizens will go to
Washington to ask Roosevelt to de-
lay the argivaeof the Wile** lbw
use day. It is due Mar S. the day eif





COOPER TELLS REPORTER WHY
11E ACCOMPLISHES SO MIDI
No. man la_recent years has sheen
more successful in restoring huma
bea:th than I.. T. Cooper. During hi
stay in Chicago, and while he wa
meeting thousands of people daily, h
gave the followieg 'Eamon fur the re-
markable demand for his me41c:4e t
a reporter:
Mr. Cooper said: "My New Decor
ery Is successful 'because it corrects
the stomach. My theory is that few
can be sick If the digestive apparatu
is working properly. It naturally fie
lows that few can be well with a poo
digestion.
"I know from experience that mos
of the tired, half-sick people that are
so common now-a-days have half-sick
Momachs. Put the stomach in shape
and eature does the rest. The resul
is general good health. My medicine
does this. That is why fifty thousand
people here In Chicago are using
who never heard of me until a month
ago."
Among the fifty thousand men
tIoned by Mr. Cooper who used his
medicine In Chicago is Mrs. Hilda
Pilueger, living at 1203 Ainslie eve
nu.. This is the statement she makes
concerning her experience with the
medicine:
I .."I..havalusenraick..tor six_eivera Ugh
stomach trouble. I was always hun-
gry, but did not dare to eattauch, as
I had severe pains in my stomach, and
also through my body. I .could not
sleep at night and was very restless.
I was also very nervous, sad would
have severe headaches. I was constl.
paled. and always felt bloated after
eating.
"I had tried many remedies, but
could secure no relief, until one day I
noticed in the newspapers what won.
derful results Cooper's medicines were
accomplishing in Chicago. I decided
to try them, and shortly after com-
mencing the treatment I began to feel
better.. I did not have those severe
pains in my stomach, and I ecould
sleep at night; nay appetite improve.
and I can now eat well. I am feeling
like a new woman.
"I am very thankful to Mr. Cooper
for what his remedies have done for
me. The>. have restored me tb good
health, and I would advise any one
who suffers as I did to try them.4
We sell the Cooper medicines. Thee
are easily the most celebrated prepa-
ration% ever introduced in this coun-
try, growing in popularity daily.--W.
B. 'McPherson.
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chinet, Band Daters, etc.
lay 4.
115 S "Ilri St. Phosis 358
FOR SALE
Choice Michigan Brahma and Lan-
alien, also mixed eggs Ma setting.
New Phone 769
SUNNY SIDE POULTRY FARM





IOW - Rue 215
Extracting Teeth and Plata
Work a Specialty.
RIVER' S 1kI I I
River Stages,
Cairo 41.5 0.6 fall
Chattanooga 16.7 0.A rise
Cincinnati  44.8 3.4 fall
Evansville  36.4 1.0 rise
Florence  13.5 0.0 Bed
Johnsonville  20.2 2.5 Ms?.
Louisville  21.6 0.0 st'd
Mt. Carmel  16.3 0.1 fad
Nashville  18.1 0.1 fail
Pittsburg  8.2 'd.6
St. Louis  15.7 0.3
Mt. Vernon  36.8 4.5
Paducah  3,5.5 0.3
Burnside  71 0.2







River stage at 7 o'clock this morn
lag read 33 3, a fall of 0.3 since yes-
terday morning
The Royal was a busy boat in the
Golconda and Paducah trade today.
me Dick -Fowler left for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock with a fair
sized trip and will return tonight
about 9 o'clock.
The Fannie Wallace.. the West
Kentucky Coal compaay'i harbor
boat, took two barges of coal to Cairo
leaving here at 5 o'clock Yesterday
afternoon and returnee' this morntns.
The Charles Turner arrived from
the Cumberiaed yesterday afternoon
with a big tow of ties. She went oh
to Joppa with her tow lad returned
today.,
The Egan arrived from Casey-ville
this morning with a tow of coal for
the West Kentucky Coal company.
The John S. Hopkins _waved from
Evansville on elite this mlarning with
a big trip of freight. She returned
at noon.
The Jim Fowler will be the Evans-
ville packet tomorrow.
The Lyda arrived from the Tennes-
see this 'morning with a tow of ties
and went on to Joppa with her tow.
The-Kentucky is due tonight from
the Tennessee and will return Satur-__ _
lay night.
The Harvester got away for St.
Louis this afternbon with five barges
- of west Kentucky coal.
The George Cowling enjoy good
i
business both In freight and passen-
gers on her two trips from Metropolis
here and Jattitzle, .
The City of WW1° is due In from
St. Louis Saturday night or Sunday
morning on her way up the Tennes-
The Inverness arrived from the
Tennessee this morning with sitow of
ties for the Ayer & Lord Tie com-
pany'.
The Caleorgia Lee will be due from
Memphis Saturday night alsher wae
up the Oleo to Cincinnati. a •
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville, will con-
tinue rising two days, reaching about
17 feet. At Mt. Vernon. will con-
tinue rising three days reaching be-,
',seen 37 and :8 feet. At Paducah.
I will begin rising tonight. At Cairo
I will eolttlnee felling diming the next
1114 bottrs.
I se Tennessee from Flom*e to the
mouth will continue rising for timee
days, reaching about 16 feet at Flor-
ence.
rtle Missiesippi from St. Loses to
Ca;ro. will continue falling.
I, The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, not
much change for 12 hours, thee rise
slo wl y
Motor-'Bas Sore Throat,
London policemen are complainlag
of a new disease which they declare
le caused by the fumes of motor-
omnibuses. The men who suffer most
are those engaged In directing traffic
at such centers as the Bank. leadliatee
Circus and Holborn Circus. The
symptoms, they declare, lire head-
ache and sore throat.
He who does not look forward with
reverence will look back with regret.
0•139 0.. "1a0M0 Qt/W..,' that is




ville All This Week
THE GREAT O'NEAL-Novelly Barrel Jumper.
HOLZER 4 GOSS-Acrobatic Comiques.
GEO. W. SNOW-Musical Artist.
GEO. BRADLEY-Who is Some Jester.
PICTURE MELODIES.
Latest Illustrated Songs. Moving Pictures.
THE PADTTC
Georgia 'Minstrels.
In addition to procuriag the cream
of negro talent, Rich/rale & Pelpgatte
ifesaae- Gems** mileistrela Mixed
a seAutieual offeriug in Marsh Craig.
"The Human Enigma,' Kirk, the
musical acrobat; Arthur Prince, hoe')
controller; Clarence Powell. the side-
walk talker; Fred felppeott, troMboise
tiGlotst, and the Mangles swig and
dance, belies and the beaux.
The vocal pert af the program is
claimed to be exeeptionelly strong.
while- the)-aiussical numbers Iva" excel
anything attempted by minstrel shows.
At the Keirtucky Monday, March 30.
A Good Reason..
Thin Chem:de-- I haven't seen you
running about after Met fair haired
girl lately. What'. te &too, old fet-
ish?
Stout (7liapple
shies my wife now, yon see.
TRIED ff(% 1 Willeek TRAIN.
I. C. P1004111Vir We. [Ate, amid Prot.-
eh') VA‘,N1 lave*.
Covington. Tt-un . March 26.-
Special Agent T. J. Cronin, 'of the I.
C. railroad, and Deputy Sheriff Ogil-
vie, of Covington, arrested Rice Dow-
ell. a negro, at Atoka, and landed him
iii the Covington jail. charged with
an attempt to wreck southbound pas-
senger train N. 1'05 Suaday night.
On that evening a number of cross
ties were placed on the tracks, about
one mile north of Atoka, and lege the
north switch. The passenger train
was behind time, and a freight train
had been given its schedule as far as
Atoka, with orders to take the siding
at that place, and as the engineer of•
the freight train slowed up for the
seltch the obstruccions were disemv-
ered and a wreck averted, but it is be-
Belted that %ad the "maieseger -tree
been on time and had run into the ob-
structions a serious wreck would have
occurred, with the possible lose of
mazy lives. Barney lackame a negro
boy about 14 y.eare old, claims to
have seen Dowell put the obstructions
on the track, and when asked why
he was doing it, answered that he
uanted to see the train "smash up."
Dowet1 Is about 341 years old. and 18
said to be a "bad nigger." His trial
is set for Friday,- before Justiee-Ghee
ton, at Covington.
END OF FAMOUS WHITERS.
Literary Geafaises Who flied Merrell*
Pear and Dretitute.
•
. That Outda should have died as
she did in -poverty and loneliness, an
exile; theugh a voluntary one. Prom
the land of her birth, was an undoubt-
edly pitiful ending to an exceptionaley
brilliant career. Equally sad has been
the fate reserved for some literary
genInseain the past, says Tit-Hit..
For instance. Richard Savage, the
gifted poet, died in a debtor's prison
at Bristol, after eocisriag the marmot
semi-etarvatiota for years. Chat terton.
driven desperate • through hunger.
poisoned himself at the age of eigh-
teen. Swift d'ed mad, as be bad all
along predicted he would.
Dr. Dodd, whose "Beauties of
Shakespeare" is well known, was
bulged for forgery George Gifting,
after suffering hardships that embit-
tered his whole existence, died Just as
Dune was beginning to be assured to
him. •
Stow, the famous antiquarian, au-
thor of the "Survey of London," be-
came in his old age a licensed bestir
asking alum from door to door
"through thirty-six counties." Wych-
erley. from being the spoiled Idol of
seeetY, fell to the lowest depths of
deglitution, awl was eventually con-
signed to the Fleet prison for debt.
where he remained seven years. Cot
bin tilt-0 /pent many years in a debt-
ors pr son. and eventually died there
by his own hand
Robert Burns. writing only four-
tern days before his death, implored
his friend Cunningham to lee his in-
fluence with the Commissioners of Ex-
i-Isee in order to get his salary raised
from £25 a year to t50, "otherwise.
if I die not of disease, I most perish
with hunger."
Lorente, the learned and talented
historiographer 'of the ingelsition.
was gladoduring the close of his bril-
liant but unfortunate career to hire
himeelf out a fore few sous a night to
keep watch over the dead bodies at
the Paris morgue, and died eventually
of starvation. C'amoens begged hie
Irread from d.00r to door until com-
pelled to take refuge In an almehouee,
where he died.
Unfortunately finding fault isn't so
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ilatele What flare ttargr of Kowa*
Matti:000 It b Opest-The
thrhool..
Beyond the most sanguine expecta-
tions the art exhibit under the (thee-
Gem of the public school has proved
a success, and yesterda). the people
were pleased with the pictures. Today
the attendance was large but all the
week the exhibit will be popular. To-
day, the children of the Longfellow
school viewed the exhibit, and *Rh
the study during tesare hours that had
been devoted to the pictures the pu-
pils are familiar with the piaster-
pieces,
This afternoon the United- Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy uuder thee di-
nction of Mrs. James Koger, presi-
d.-nt, have charge. Iris evening the
art and civic committees. of the Wow-
club under the supervisiert of the
hairmen, Miss Anna Webb and Mls•
\dine 'Morton, will be in charge. To-
morrow afternoon the Daughters: et
'he Revolution sill be iii charge with
Mrs. Eli G. Boom% the regent. To-
morrow evening the educational corn-
Witte, of the Woman's club with the
,lvairman, Mrs. le nry Overby, el:.
bave charge. Saturday the High
eehool will look after the exhib,'
with the literary depurtnteut of the
Woman's club, Mre. Mitiecoe Burnett.
chairman, In charge at night. Be-
sides the reproduet lines a( The world's
masterpieces, the pie-tures of locai
artiste attract much attention, as well
s. the eXhIbits of the work of every
pupil In the schools. The local art-
:Sig having work on exhibit are: Miss
whey Tayfot„"iiiss Hannah Corbett.
Miss Anna Hayes Miss Sarah Cor-
tt, Clark &odorant and Robert
The hours of the extdbe are from
2 to 5 o'clock and from 7 to I
o'clock every evening. Saturday in
addition to the regular hours, the ex-
hibit will be open from it to 12
o'clock.
Yesterday afternoon the senor
clews held a class meeting for the se-
lection of their class pin. J. M, Fitz-
roy, of St. Louis. was In the city to-
'day, ape sabmitted samples- No  se-
„leaden will beeenadey until several
Prof. C. H. Shrieres. of the science
department of the high school, has
returned from Evansville and Hender-
son, where.he inspected the depart-
ments Of science At Evansville the
High school wai having the annual
?piing vaeation. •
frt tt..srrir
of the Washington building. was ill of
grip today, and Miss Louise Janes, of
the Cadet class, was substitute.
Fred - Hewer, saperintendent of
,buildings, has finished the work of
making all doors open outward.
rvIhty building Was gone through, and
alt doors were altered so they would
open outward with theollightest posh.
What's the difference between vis-
ion and Watt? --
See those two girls across the
street? --
Yea.
Well, the pretty one I would call a
vision of loveliness, but the other one
a sighL-Cleveland Plax
Dealer.
No man realises how silly it Is pos-
gible for him to be until his love let-
ters are read in a breach-of-promise
snit
This woman says Lydia E.
Pin k hitnes Vegetable Compound
sat od her life. Read her Jotter.
Mrs. T. C. Wilbsdaieu, of Manning,
Iowa, writes to Mrs. nukham:
"1 can truly say that Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound saved my
life, and I cannot express my gratitude
to you in words. For year* I suffered
with the wore forma of female com-
plaints, continually doctoring and,
spending lots of money for medicine'
without help. I *rote you for advice,
followed it as directed, and took Lydia
Pinkharies Vegetable Compound and
It has restored me to perfect health.
Had it not been for you !should have
been in my grave to-day. I wish every
suffering woman would try it."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
Pot thirty years Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and heel*, has been the
and has positively cured thin otandsit
standard remedy for female
women who have been troubled with
displacements, in Ham mat ion, ulcera-
tion, fibmid tumors, irregularities,'
periodic pains, backache, that hear-
ing-down feeling, flatulency, indira-
tion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
Why don't you try it
Mrs. Plnkhain invites all sick
Women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn. Thaw.
a •
L. 'B. OG11,1714; & CO.
The Most Interesting Friday and
Saturday Sale We Have Ever Held
barirains in White Goods, Net Waists,
Colored Wash Goods' and many other lines. Below
are only a few of the many extra specials which we
offer at our regular week. end special inducement sales.
sam=c
25c Small Dotted Swiss for 14ic
50 pieces of Small Pin l)..t Swiss, an extra sheer quality of French 1 2.1. ,c...regular 25c vuelue, Friday and Sattiribly
15c White Naitisook ,for..10c6.1.ard
50 pieces of Soft Plain White Nainsoak, a dandy quality. • la to to
‘yards to. i piece, (will not cut the piece).regular 15c griditi tiday leeand Saturday, per yard_
25c Striped I)imity for 12Y2c Yard
25 pieces of 36 in Striped Itimit v. an excellent 25 quality, (Inn 
1r2C
.blesched) perfect vole, special rfriday and Saturday, yard
123ic Checked Nainsook for 7c Yard
25 pieces 1.1 12 le e Naineook, an ex. ept lona! value at 1214-4.-
this we will sell Friday anti Saturday at, yard
18c Galatea Cloth for 12)ic \Tart]
50 pieces short lengths I ;elates Cloth, pretty, neat patterns, perfect 124goods, regular 1$c quality. special Friday and Saturday, yard -
25c Persian Lawn 19c Yard
50 pieces of 25c quality Persian Lawn, an extra quality. sheer and
Perfect, Friday anti Saturday.
$5.00 Net Waists for $3.50
I lot of ecru, light and dark Net Waists, new &egos, dandy goods,
made over silk, splendid value, for
$6.00 Net Waists for $4.00
value for 16,10; special Friday and Saturday...____
1 Eern Net Waists, good, new designs. made over silk, good $4100
-
1 Int of China Silk Waists, good heavy quality, new designs, worth
$5.00, spgcial Friday and Satarday........._
25c Cotton Voile for 15c
1 lot of New Cotton Voiles,. dainty stripes, good sliade-pink, blue,
green and such-regular 25e goods, Friday and Saturday. yard_ 15c.
50c Housekeepers' Aprons 35c
:3 dozen Housekeepers' Aprons, made of best gieghams, eovers.the
entire dress, strop over shoulders, regular 30c quality, Friday and•
50c Children's Jumper Suits 25c
5 dozen Children's Jumper Suits, mad of a good quality of solid
gingham,', little pants and jacket combined, Friday and Saturday
35c lb. Writing Paper 25c .1b
1 lot of Pure Linen Cloth Finish Writieg Paper, 1 poundipackages,
$51'0 White China Waists $3.00
19c
$3.507
dandy good quality of pa 25cFriday Saturday -
• 
Envelopes to meteh at, pack..
35c Box Writing Paper 25c












25 C Tb lot presentsquite a showing of
wall made Corset
Cover. and Drawers in splen-
did quality domestic, beauti-
ully trimmed in lace and
broidery. Cut a. z
very full and will fit
perfectlyL._ C
,35 In this lot we em-g brace some very
special numbers of
Corset Covers and Drawers,
made of ext:s quality sheer
Muslin, trimmed in dainty lace
and tucks. This lot
would be cheap at 35e
50.:; each.,
1'.11E, PA1/Ut'.11 I EVENING SUN
• or ri ai( atur
A notable offering that will prove exceptionally interesting be-




Simportant 5a1e of 21u41in Underwear ot,\fo.cd-lhree
the exceedingly low prices.
:fot Amber 'w===59c and 75c
—We place in this assortment a splendid value in
C chemise and gowns in two styles, either low or
high neck, very' elementlY trinimed in lace aneembroidery,
mid is a garment whIch we consider worth much more
than the price asked.
Aarsalia wns
$4.00 and $4.90
We have just received a line of
these swell garments made of im-
ported Marsalia cloth, trimmed
in medallions and Valenciennes
inserting and
cry. These are exclutiye
_ a...rd•••••••.•., —r 
%or 
so be lure to sec them.
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale stl
McPbetses's Dreg Stare
Fourth and Broadway.





ON TI-IC BOARD WALK
I sop moskisg suits Iwo EIS.O0
dad up Ii my. sew store;
RO If you want, an Fnater Snit ,made
(lune and give we a call. I have all
good- workmen mid my work is all
ti-tne in riy store. I tron't have toy•
%Soli: made out of thirCity. Come and
see for yountelf.
SOLOMON, The Tailor
i22 Broadway Old Nee 512
BIG STREAM
ACIDS FOR MILIAONS IN RIVER
AND HARBOR FUND.
AU litertions of Niliesiesippi Cali on
Common for Aid le Improve. .
meats.
Washington, March sec-
tion, of the Mississippi 'river were
represented in today'a developments
at Washington. The lower end was
rtpresented in a hearing before tko
ht..use committee. A ntembrial adopt-
ed by the JObbers and Haunt
association of 13t. Paul recorded the
nOment of the northern end of thn
stream,• and Repr•sentative Madison
It. Smith, of Missouri. Importuned the
.ornmittee for some relief for the
minks of the river opposite (Twofer.
, which are in danger . of •becoming
seriously eroded.
Two million dollers a year is th,-
modeet request of Ate St:, Maui coin-
tnerelal Interests, to be used in the im-
provement of the Mississippi from
Atiaempoits to the Mouth of the MU-
scurf. just above St. Louis. The
$7.00.tiO0 annual appropriation for
(oar years-provided in the last river
and harbor bill, the-81. Paul men rep-
resent, L. entirely Inadequate. Accord-
ing to the estimate adopted, the $05-
i toventent WM cost $2t.0,000,000.
A strong delegation of citizens and
public officials of Louisiana Illtd of th"
('it) of New Orleans had a hearing be-
fore the house committee on rivers
and hernors today in relation to al bill
Of Representative Ransdell, of Louis-
iana, asking for the diversion of $3410,
net of the nispropriatiose for the Ills-
siteinpi river on its lower stretches to
proteet the banks In front of New Or-
leans.
la the delegatIOn were: Gen. A.
Perrtlinfi of the Louisiana state boat d
of engineers: Pearl Wright, a finan-
cier; .1. W. Porch. president of the
Public Belt Railroad company:
11. Riehardsoa. of the MiesIssippl
riier conimission: Maj. J. S. Mcindoe,
or the united states army engineer
ootps. stationed in 'New Orleans.
charlem T..Venni. president of the New
Ot leans loine hoard, and Martin Behr
man,'mayorof New Orleans.
The agitetion In behalf of the mid-
lie section of the Mississippi was
Youth more modest. Representative
tingth named no amount, but Instated
the the demand was urgent for some
proteetIve work. It'- preyen,ted a pe-
lttlOn from thy' people of Perry county
Mn, In.behalf of the project.
Mrs. Celerity (at the zoo, lookingt
at the glratte)--4An *try does the






SURRENDERS AFTER BEING IN-
MAIM FOR NIGHT RLDING.
Dr. Wallin Dan ken% of Era. Promi-
nent Married Man, is lippiL
rated.
- -1-101thinsV4ne. . March 2-6.
Hearing that the grand jury had re-
turned an indictment against him on
the chaise cf night riding. Dr. Wallis
Durham, of Kra, in the northern por
t ion_ _of 11w. tett ntr._voluntarily camp
an -surrendered- thiliseif-Tif
the court. He Immediately gave bond
In the sum al,olip to appear for
trial, his sureties being .1. II. Durham
his father: James Orten. his father-
in-law. and former Sheriff L. It.
Davis.
The Indictment formally charges
lir. Durham with "confederating and
handing together and going forth
witb. other persons fur the purpose of
intimidating, alarming. disturbing ana
ajurins another perron." It is al-
leged that he was a member of the
band of night riders which visited the
home of Presley H. Roger., near Era,
on the night of January !!6. and took
him out and administered a beating
h.km.
-.Before going to the circuit, e9urt
room. Dr. Ditrhain went to the Mace
of Sotithall & Son and engaged them
as his attorneys. When tailed all to
what statemeict his cleat plehise to
make. G. W. Sonthall. who accompa-
Died IV. Durham to the court room,
said. "Nothing further than that be le
not guilty "
D .4P1 Is a young man seep-
l„„/ 4
Stokers Way Down
hi the boiler-roorn of the steam-
ship 'Nivel in the coal rush*
and day that gives her power
to make a record. The best
coal gives the best power.
That is why
Scoff's Emulsion
Wile;elegising mere power.Soh wheat other thing,
k bitty body foci. Amy
$ man, women and add have
broom Mill Weeds lee weight
te' piwietel
* .





—In this line she allow Sk:rts, Drawer Coreet
" Covers, Chemise and 6wns, very elaborately
trimqied in lace, embroidery and ribbons We would have
you look ttis line over earefully, as we consider these
.values among our best.
iugl) Hader thirty >ears of age, slen-
der and bo>ishi looking. He is mar-
rkd and has a family. He is a promi-
nent citisen of the Kra vicinity and





The great iron hod tonic restora-
tive for men and_ women, produces
strength amt vitality, builds up the
system and renews the normal vigor.
For sale by druggists or by mail, $1
per box, 6 boxes for ft. Williams'
M'Cg. Co.. Cleveland, 0.
EDWARD LESSNER
SAYS THAT TAFT
(Clostbased from nest per.)
now enthuste Taft boomers,. and
that they hoe been instrumental in
swinging ththge to the Ohio man goes
s.fhout aa.ying. But the Scat cattse
that many here believe the etlferalt of
Secretary Taft's candidacy thus far is
due to Is the fact that his boom had
somethlog behind it. that it had an
Idea. T'hat, of course. Was the policy
of the present administration. The
caodidacy cf Mr. Taft appealed to
those of' the rank and die who be-
lieved in them. There is no doubt
also that the tact that President
Roosevelt was behind the boom
Saiped it along in many sections. It
Is true that so far as New York is con
earned, there are many Republicans
disposed to criticise the present °era--
pent of the white house as too head,
strong and Impulsive for his post.
but the vast majority of the rank and
Ill e at:e Roosevelt men to the core.
Nothing could make'. this tact more
manifest than the campaign tactics of
the Republican managers here hi
every election since iso.4 In appeal-
:us ke their followers to support the
ticket at the polls in the name of. the
president. Secretary Taft in taking
dipport nti the eatne gronnd was there
fore fol:owlng thestactics of the part
leaders hire In the 'itote'eampsiar of
Inoti and many of the local mita last
fall.
The Fitse•rite Sows.
The weakness of most of the "fa-
vorite Pon" candidate has nottit that
they represented no idea. By this I
mean Fairbanks, Knot, Cannon and
Foraker. They sdnielY Mlle Into the
field with the slAgan of as.rthieg to
beat Taft. In view of 'the tak that
UHL eavatary of war was kaowa
Zollikost the country as a 
!groat
.' end' wirtainly npt open (CI at-
test so far as tharacter or ability was
coneiprned. It is natural that few were
Melina.) to eninadunder inch a ban-




Made of best quality long cloth,
trimmed in Valenciennes lace,
e pearling,embroidery and ribbon,
• •cut square neck. These gar-
ments are cut very full and ,fit
beautifully, and at the price are _
splendid values. •
ernor Hughes and Senator Li Foi;,-.'e
Rut both men by their conduct in
office and their speeches If'ad' eet a
seal of approval on the main policies
of President Roosevelt, and therefore
are only competing for the support
which logically belongs to Secrettry
Taft. The view here is that the oppo-
sition do the Ohio man might bye
been stronger if one csindidate would
have been entered into-Abe 1'2447-,
outspoken In his disapproval of some
of the policies of the administrazion
In public addresses as in congress.
But none of the favorite sons dared
do this. They recognized  the streegth
of the preeident. Senator Forak--c is
an exception, but the purpose of his
boom was too obvious to permit It.
growth. The boom of Governor
Hughes has come to a standstill, ac-
cording to reports received here.
Those in charge of it are cont:nuing
their fight for delegates. and qfiliclallY
progress is reported in tee south and
middle west. The Hughes managers.
however, are cot so reuimiatie in el-
sate conversation. Few twlkve that
the deadlock which was to furnish the
opportunity of the governor to secure
the nomination is apt to Occur.
Hushes HIndicupperl. 
, _
There have been two factors that
made Hughes Impossible. The first,
his lack of 'personal magnetism so
manifest In Secretary Taft. This has
made it imnestible for many leaders
of power to wart) to the boom. It is
trite- that the record of the governor
itas bees a Meer of strength with the
rank and Me, hut something snore is
required for the election of delegates.
There Is also a disposition In many
quarters to believe that his aloofness
was overdone. True, it was good poli-
tics on his part not to engage In a
general scramble for the 'post, and
this has been duly conceded. But
from the standpoint of a leader here
thesettitude of Governor Hughes In
seeming to desire the nomination to
be banded hiciL on a Over tray di!:
not endear him or appeal to those
who could have keen lustrumental
A good Miss to know—
that Grape-Nuts can be di- -
nested by, and quickly give
stmagth to the man or wo-
men who reano0 digeet other
food. •
The amount of promptly
avails* souriehment a towel
eenteeme. is the mensisee
Hs value.
ChremnIfots is practically
gbpd lad im I rat it.1..rmed
lute tiame-boilding. 'evert°.
seakbag "materna in shoot
ow haw after being eaten
--anspaer good thing to
harm
661111~a * Resalke• tor
$1 and $.5O
$1.00—Shown tn tl!isrange are
gowns, draw-
ers, chemise, skirts and coritt
' covers, made of finest long
cloth and nairuook,' a most
complete range of styles in






1 , 0 $350 and-  2 'S2.
we hive f, r
your choosing, the finest as-
sortment of high grade gar-
ments shown. In fit; style and
workmanship they are perfect.
to
5. cur log (15,:egeies to Chicago. The
Pint made is that, while a nominee
tor tbf presidency owes it-to the dig
nity of the office not to engage itt an
undignified scramble to win out, the
rank and tile do desire a man whe
wants the honor and N not unwilling
to say so.
The eecond weakness of the Hughes
boom is, of course, the lack of a Mark
. This bat- beeo stated'often
mough to require no additional elab.
oration. The -difilculty of obtaining
such a force is simply due to the un-
willingness of the governor to make
"deals." Need it be added, that the
leaders of the machines outside of
New York are pot disposed to take to,
a candidate with this "weakness?"
Wen the Hughes boom started this
situation was unknown to them. But
now that it is, many are turning to
Taft with the promise of something
instead of Hughes with no promise
at all.
Get DeWitt's Oarbolized Witch Hazel




Intend buying a phot,-
graphic instrument lot
us show you an
EASTMAN KODAK
We have them in stock
from $1.00 to $20. We
keep all the supplies
and do your developing
promptly. Remember
there Is too imitation as
good as theorigiTial. If
It Is a Kodak it's made_
by Eastman.
•••••




•7a, what's a metrical romance?"
As an author Anthony Trollop* re-"Well. this month', gas hill is
Cleveland Lead, r. it $1nn non' ;Ittrftlt;" -s :tretim!
1 Lap Assailed Stock d ratans, WOOS for  SWIM:, Sn sot add dillsMechanics' Foindry and Machine Co.
MIKE KNOWLES. BEN PLIES.
Now ?bone 1023
214 Washington St • - ▪ Paducah. Ky.
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel better and work Letter. Clipped horses are easier
to groom and you pre not annoyed by horse hairs when driving. We i
base ad electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as• 
good work at can be done, at the regular ;nice.
THE TU.LLY LIVERY CO.!
(loeorpovisted.)
Fourth and Itentunity Avenue.
SCHMAUS BKOS.
toth Phones 192.
Green Houses 50.000 Feet of Glass
Choice Out Roses, per domin .51.00
Carnations, per doses
Cyclamens and Primroses ta bloom, pot phinte.
I work end decorations a specialty. We bare the Iwo* Um
'sf t Plants lb lb. city. Write for our linni catalogue Tree Ge-







THE RI71 PUBLISHING COMPANY.
INOMRPoitATIED.
P.M. MHZ& !ruttiest.
IL I. PAXTON. (Mineral Manager,
entered Meat postoMce at Paden&
Ky.. Oa second class matter.
1113111CatirrioN RA111116—
glee DAILY Ma.
Sy Owner. Per weAlk leOw mail, per month. In tadvanee..  14aia In Uvulaeemu. per year. ....91%,15
IIINI IVIIIIIICLT 11111I. a
Wee year, lop mean. postage PIN& • •11.N,
Address THB BUN, Paducah. Ky...
Offies, 1111 South Third. Phon• ass
Peen* A Young, Chicago and NewPork, repreeentattvee.
PUS BUN can be found at the below -lag places.











1 3824 17 3374
3 3819 18 3870
4 3822 19 3880
8 3824 20 3886
d 3832 21 3898
7 3856 22... —3947
g 3854 24 - 3914
14 3842 25 3911
11 3837 26 3916
12 3852 27 3924
13 3871 28 3938
14... ...... 3881 29 3947
16 3883
Total  96.863
Average for February, 1908 ...3875
Average for February, 1907 ...3859
Increase  16
Personally appeared before me. this
March 2, 1908, R. D. MacillIllen. ,
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of 1
the clrc.ulation of The Sun for the
mooth of February. 1908, is trite to 1
the best of his knowledge and belief. I
My commission expires January 1
10th, 1912. 
I




%Taking things as they come and
seines them at a profit begets success. t
1
. I
THE PRESIDENT'S- MESSAGE. t
This ineseage is addressed to eon- i
gross. It is eoneise. It tells just -1
what measures are urgently demand- 1
ad of this congress. The president
has outlined and explained and em- I
['filleted the character of the fresher a
eon and the need of remedies in prev-
ious messages for the benefit of the 1
subtle. Thia latest message merely r
ants it up to congress, se that the peo- t
*le will know where to place the re- r
iponsibIlity. The currency legislation r
s already under consideration, but i
elide from that the Most interesting /
neasnre, industrially and politically, t
s the amendment to tbeehennan anti.
rust law The original anti-trust g
a w, now in force, was aimed ,to eorrect e
Ouses, chiefly ariong from combine- c
ions lit restraint of trade. It was in 1
,nswer to a general demand for some- c
hIng to protect small competitors. e
Pla was drawn and enacted before any 1
(nous executive effort was put r
orth to trines monopolies. Its terms'
re harsh and general. It includes
very kind of combination and pool. r
nd in some respects it serves to pro- I
note the very monopolies, It was in t
ealgued to crude i
'It prevents pooling agreements of r
ailroads. Now, one of the strong r
ards of the monopolies is to get a 1
slimed in its power and force the I
ailroad to grant rebates. Really, the c
ailroada would make more money r
auling freight for competing Indus- r
ries, that healing for only one at the t
hipper's own price; and if the rail- r
eade under proper governmental s
ureeillitnee weie permitted to enter f
410 • defensive alliance against lush t
xtortion, they could, and would lu e
'tarty instances. stop rebating. t
There are many legitimate pools of e
nterest and mergers, and -there Is no t
eason why a harsh law should pre- e
ent them leord r to defeat pools and t,
iergers that, are net legitimate, wh-e t
ecrimination is possible. Pe
Chief political interest centers 'in o
he fact that the term trust in the e
berman act comprehends trades b
Mons and combinations of producers ft
i conference recently was held be-
ween the president and a numb-'r of
.bor leaders. The president In his
iessage expressly declares in favor ei
f labor unions and advocates strikes 0
w reale. Reesoning wlth striks
breakers to inditee them to join th-
union Is sanctioned: btal .there the
president steer, :seer recommending
the sleolition efeemporary InSunctions
in strike eases. The pollei hereto-
fere has been to severe a temporary
irjusetton against slitter* and thoh
postpone final hearine until the law's
delay breaks the strike.
However, profeasental labor leaders'
express themselves es not satisfied
with this. They desire leght'ation
removing the ban on the hoytott, a
clearly Ho-possible bit of legislation.
A boycott is as palpably a conspiracy
in restraint* of trade, as hi a trust
monopoly and there is no limit in a
boycott dere retomilsed by law. The
geyrott ot.the strikers and the bleak -
list of the •employers can never he
asnetiosed. It makes no difference
west grievance ersenised labor ha.
against any man, he has the same
b) the coustitution. Before tle, law
he stand* op an equal footing with the
strikers. His businesas meat be hi-'
Own and his right to appeal to the
public for patronage must be pre-
served. Otherwise, a "sympatheth
strike" or boycott could be declared
against any bode on any sort Of pee-
tette ted the who*" (-community *mild
be at the mercy of, pot laboring
men, but professional labor leaders,
the very power thus thrust into their
hands would tempt them to wield it
for their personal gain, to elolate the
trust imposed on them, and it WOUid
In the end wreck the very organiza-
tions entetisted to their keeping. in
such matters of public policy as these,
the interest ind welfare of the labor-
ing man lie along with the interest
and welfare of the business and pro-
fessimal man. No discrimination be.
tween citizens as classes must be rec-
ognized by our government. We have
enough of strife and class distinction
now. Heaven knows.
The amelioration of the severity of
the injunction, the relief of the Inbar
unions from the operation of the anti-
trust law, the employers' liability are
and the official recoghltion of labor
unions as legitimate combinations are
sufficient to enable the unions to do
all it is possible for them to do tot
the welfare of their own members,
and stamp this administration as
friendly to labor.
NIGHT RIDERS AND THE PRESS.
Mistakes are made frequently, in
the hurriedly collected details of night
rider raids, particularly fm over-
excited witnesses, but we will be
sworn there has been no exaggera-
Oen of conditions that baffle the int-
aganation. Suppressing the news is
the suggestion of two classes of pee-
le, the guilty parties and the huinen
jelly flab, whose inclination is to adept
himself to conditionsebad as they are,
in preference • to underniking the
labor of ,correetIng them- The last
named says "5-hit! You'll give us
ad reputation." To them we say.
ot the newspapers, but the night
Mere are giving us ebad name.
When there ie smallpox in the
own, the thing to do is quarantine
nd stamp out the smallpox, and then
o and show yourselves to the high
riest of popular government. the
'rem, and say, "we are clean." Don't
evote your attention to trying to
side the smallpox from visitors. The
rms will get out In 'spite of you.
If this evil of night Riling. destruc-
Ion and murder, is summarily ended.
will be througli the agency of a
ree press. It has been manifested
het the people in the night" rider
action can not be depended on to
rt*1nr it out. The moral pressure
nuat we from the outside.
This is no Unmet.) worry about the
iberty of the press. It is-a eine to
p night ritflog.
The editor. of the, paper had occae-
n just after the HopkinsvIlle bul-
ge to inquire of an insurance inspec-
es whether the companies relied on
ewspaper reports in determining the
atu're of their risks. He smiled and
hook his bead. He said tht newspa-
✓ reports gave no adequate coneep-
Iwo Of the reel situation.
People teal burn other peoples
toperty, whip other people and mut.-
er other people without the facts
reePing into the newspapers, and this
could be a lad world, if such news
ould be suppressed. There is only
ne way to stop the newspapers talk-
ng about the situation and that is to
tut an end to the situation.
•
Just as the president has pointed
ot, the attempt to split authority over
ateretate commerce carriers among
he states will result in confusion
nd nothing else In the Minnesota
nd North Carolina cues, the rail-
oads appealed from the .state rate
awn to the federal courts. Restrain-
rg orders were directed to the state
ourts, through which an attempt was
ade to enforce the laws, ahd the su.
teme court of the United States sus-
'fled the injenctiona. Whenever a
/inroad declares the state law is op-
ressive, it can find refuge in the
deral court, and interminable Mira-
n is {mune,. Only a federal'ex-
eutfve commission with ample Cu
mete to investigate conditiohe an'd
nforce its own mandates, is the prac-
able method of handling this guss-
et.. As long as the interests sought
be controlled have access to the
tuts to light every detail, and, es-
lally as long as the courts are the
nly tribes-44s with authority to make
mpleti investigations, nothing can




The right of • state to prescribe
Ilroad tates through a commission
by legislative act is generally con-
but that right is subject to the
condition ills( the rates hall be rea-
sonable. not confiscatory. es neither
legislatures nor commissions are in-
fallible. It seethe a self-evident prop-
Gideon that a road whf,h chatlenges
the rearonablepees of rates prescribed
b- the state should have an opportun-
ity to resort to the courts in order to
get relief If entitled to It. It seems
an Squally self-evident proposition
that' legislation which practically
mallow It impossible for a road to go
into eDurt to teat (be ealidity of rates
wfilebdt alleges are confiscatory Is un-
just.
The supreme court of the United
States holds, eight to one, that such
legislation Is swot eater unjust eret es-
censtkutional. The penalties, cell
end criminal, prescribed by 'the Mtn-
testes law for • fillets to conform
to the freight and passenger rotes es-
tebled by state authority were sn
right sifter they *like Re he had he- St Nei Oft the railroads, with th
There. an 1 pc esibtlity of as advent, thecisie,
teed ti
MEW 
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ete: to the courts This kind of Otos
ellon Ow supreme court emphaticele
seedenies es decheou .n this caw
indicates what to decision is likely to
he when it shall pass en the va!idit)
of the sect!oh of the railroad law
which requites roads to got rid ot
heir coal properties by nett May.
The 'outdo' for disobedience are ses
heavy that the roads affected by th%
law have been questioning whether it
could be safe for them to take &-
risk of disputing its conatftutlqpality.
The attorney -general Of Minnesota
and Justice Harlan in his deaenti
in
et
tinion see in the decision Of e
court a deprivation of the state Of
of powers which the constitution Elfin
it and an assertion of Um right of
inferior federal courts to take charge
of state affairs This Is reading flee
the opinion of the court a great deal
Mitch is not there. It is an Resump-
tion that,. certain things may be done
which the court, says explicitly' can-
not be done. The decision simply is
that the owners of railroad property
are entitled to equal protection frou,
tht laws and the courts with the own-
ers of all other property; that the
(uurts should at all times be open to
then] as to others; and that a e law
which cloaca the courts to them re in-
There is nothing in the decision
which coops the stele of ifinneweet
from prearr.b:ag railroad rates. Let
it do to et a proper manner so that
the qiiesttion Whether they are just or
unjust cen get into the, courts. ".kii
the justice says, It would be a proper
subject for judicial inquiry ',tether
trey were high enough to permit of at
least some return_ upon the invest-
ment. If not, they would be illegal.
One of the contentiose of :the rail-
road lawyers in the .%11-nneseta ease
ii that a state has no. ripe to regu-
late Interstate rates and commerce.
They argued that such regulation nec-
essarily affected interstate rates and
coiumerce, which are 'subject to fed-
eral control, and thus encroached oa
the domain of the national govern-
ment. The supreme court refused to
pass on the merits of this proposition,
but Justice Peckham says, in his oldete
ion. "the question is not, at any rate.
frivolous." Doubtless* the ' serious
question well be presented again in
such -a-way that the supreme court
will have to meet it squarely. As yet
It has goae no further than to say
that a state meat not be Raley of in-
justice In the regulation of interstate.
commerce.
TAI,T IlEADQI 'ART ERA AIRE _
- •NOW OPEN IN HENDERSON.
Henderson, Ky., March, 26.—Taft
headquarters have been opened en the
Rankle building here under the
charge of Col. 8. W. Wheeler, a
prominent-Eik and one of the most
pepulkr citizens of Render/gib. The
headquarters are directly across the
street from the court house, and in
day have become very popular with
residents of both this city and county_
In fact ther, have been so many more
cullers than 001. Wheeler expected
that he believes he will have to brine
on additional "paraphernalia for
Oholesale initiation into the sound ,
doctrines of Telesis." Taft argu-
ments in both broken and unbroken
doses wit he distributed within a few
days. and the resolution of the Taft
deb to carry the Sesond district for
Taft is expected to be made even
easier,
Col. Veheele,r, in charge of the head-
quarters, is the father-In-law of ley-
legston McCartney. superintendent of
c'ty schools, and has a large persona!
following.. He states that the nee,
surprising thing he has- noticed thus
far since his first /Outage Into politic:a,
la the number of D mocrats who sneak
femme to adnere Taft's ',knee and
talk of hisevintues. He says that sev-
eral prominent Dernocrate.heVe as-
sured him teat if It comes to a choice
between Taft and Bryan- he may pub-
leh their names is Taft men. ••
It is understood that the Fairbanks
men are trying to get some one to
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CHAPTER IX.
HAD every reason to be satis-
fied with my disguise-it such
it could be called. Captain
Sidever at first failed to recog-
nize me. Then he burst Into his shrill
cackle.
"Didn't know you." he trebled. "But
you look alseishape. Come, Ill show
you your quarters."
Immediately I discovered what I
had suspected before-that on so small
a schooner the mate took rank with
the men rather than the afterguard.
Cabin seeonnuodations were of course
very Mittel. My own lurked in the
waist of the ship-a tiny little airless
bole.
"Here's where Johnson stayed." prof-
fered Selover. "You can bunk here or
you can go In the heele with' the men.
They's more room there. We'll get
ander arty with the turn of the tide!'
He left we. I examined the eabin.
It was just a trifle larger than Its sin-
gle bee1,k, and the berth was just a
trifle termer than myself. ely chest
would have to be left outnitle. I
strongly suspected that my lungs
winiki have tor be left 'mashie nee..
Tor the life of me I voted not see where
the air was to tome from. With a men
ml reservation In favor of investecnte
tow the forecastle I went on deek.
The Langieug Lame \vas one of the
prettiest litth• 'schooners I ever saw
Were it tele for the Ilmat of her bilges
and the internal arransgment iir her.
bold it might be imagined she lied
been built originally as a pie:mere
yacht. Even ttw rake of her iniete.
little froward of plumb, bore mit this
Impreseitill. which a comearati. i.e. tie,.
suit of canvas, well Mopped dowit,
brass stanchions forward and two lit
tie gams under tent:intim elnieet colt
tinned. Iler eurtiplereent or lsla,Ls erne
ample enough. She had two eurthouts.
a dingey Mad a iltiry slung te the
dnvits. leedeleon another dory -tee
one you pickeil use lip in-was laseed
both.. top of the deekhouse.
eTheyei uilebty twee hue -a beet
apiece." I thmglit and went forward.
Just cartable the foreemetle heteh I
pniteed. flehte one below was singing
inn odes, singularly 'rich In quality.
The were, and the quaintness ef the ,
minor nireniteck tsw immensely and
have citing to my nwmory like if isur
ever reeve:
'Are you seman-o-war or a privateer.'
natal be-
I Ftlow high, blew low, whet ear. we!
Int. I am. • ton,- pirate. and I'm sailing
, for my lee.'
Down on the rout or the high Bar-
I stepped to - the companion. The
yoke at, ollef ic,vableel. I descended.
A glimmer' of fate •fternoon strug-
gled through the deadlighte. 1 found
myself in a really commodious space...
extending far back of•where the foe-
ward bulkheads are usually pewee.
accommodating rows and rows of
bunks-eighteen of them. In fact. The
Unlighted lamp cant its shadow on
weed stained black by much use. hut
_polished lik, ebony-from the continued
friction of . men's garments. I wish
emild convey to you the uncanny ef-
fect this of dropping from the decks
of is mlniatitre craft to the internal
arrangements of a square rimed ship.
It was as though entering a cottage
doer on were to discover yourself on
the flow of 'Madison Square Garden.
A fresh sweet hreese of evening sock-
ed down the hatch. I Immediately de-
ckled on the foretaste.. Already it
was toeing borne In on me that I was
little mere than a glorified bo's'n's
mate. The alhiatIou suited me, how-
ever. )1 enabled me to watch the
loeirse of events more safely, lees ea-
ato...11 to the danger of recognition.
stood for $ moment at the fobt
the (roommates accustoming my eyes
to the 004.m. After • moment withNituation Acute and Many Partners a shock 
0r 
. 
surprise, I made out aDentrop Beds. shining pair of bead points, gazing at
we unblinklegly from the shadow un-Lawreeceburg. Ky., March 26.-- der -the Mts. Slowly the man definedThe tobacco situation in Anderson himself, as A shape takes form in acounty has assumed a critical condi- tog. He was leaning forward. In an
tion and much fear is enterteined to attitude of attention, his elbows -rest-
(nose who Mend to raise a crop this lag on his kneel., his forearms depend-
season. Ben Franklin. of Olensboro. tag between them, his bead thrust out,
president of the Anderson Conley I could detect no faintest movement
Equity association, who lives ten of eyelash, no faintest sound Of breath-
miles west of this city, has received a lug. The stillness was portentous. The ?'
notice that in ill! event that any. beds creature was suractly like • wax figure,'
are scraped, stock killed or damage one of the Poet you meet in corridors
Of cheep museums, and for a momentdone to any grower that he bill bo
held personally responsible and hang- mistake for living beings. Almost I
ed to the highest telephone pole Ili 'thought to make out the customary
grey dust lying on the wax of his fen-that section. Many farmers who ha...
already burned tobacco beds haserturefl• _ .
I am going to tea you more of this.been apprehensive. destroyed their
man became. as you shall see, he wasbeds and not'illed the eurrounding
destined to have much to do with mycountry that they will not raise a crop 
. fate of I)v. Karl Augustuslif
HOSE AGAIN N4)MINATED 
Laughing Lass. •
He wore on Ms head a red handan•FOB 
of tobacco. • 
Schermerhorn and the doom, of the
4'% (19' na handlIereldef. I iiever Raw him
with other covering. From beneath itMilwaukee. Wis.. March 26.—Re- straggled oily and tangled lteloi ofturns from the primary elections in glossy black, ewe wile lone nar-
Milwaukee for the mayoralty :lamina- row, book sewed and ninkler Ills
tfon indicate that former Mayor Davis eyrie as I base dente-lied them. it
S. Rose, Democrat, has been nomi-
nated by that party over W. H. Graph.
ner by an overwhelming mejorlt.
Thomas J. Pringle. Republican, f*
ruseing ahead of John T. Kelly and
A. Dahlman and seems to have th•
nomination of the Repuelleans, Erne
Seldie, Socialist Democrat, is (trete
posed. The city elertIon WI"l be (11.
April 7.
‘V•1•01,0•8 • ,1-1 •
WI
steady and beady black. I could at
first glance mitre), great activity, hut
only moderate strength to tile slender,
wiry, figure. in thim I was tithenken.
His sheer pbrdeal power was second
only to that of Captain Ise-lover, otte
of his forearm. ended in mm steel hook.
At the moment I could not understand
thie could not see 'bow a then so
maimed (-mild be Wend aboard a Phil,.
Inter I wisisedi kree had more as handy.
He knew a Join bitch whieb he eserrht
under Ws hook quicker than
naked band. It would render (me way.
but held fast the other. Ile told toe
It tritil a cinch book hitch employed by
mule packers in the mountains and
that he had used It on swamp hooka la-
the lumber woods of ,Mich1ese- I
shouldn't wonder. He was a ei•auder-
!us Jew. His name was Anderson,
byt-I never heard hek called that. It
was always 'hand. Solomon" eels
men and master..
We stared at each other. I tinkle:Veil
by something. Some spell of the ship..
which I have never been alee to ex•
plain to myself nor even describe. It
was a mystery, a portent, a peentent
eon such as overtakes a man *some-
times in Ow dark plissageenys of iv...
I cannot tell eon of it nor tenke you
believe- let 4 pate
Then by a slow proem* of successive
perceptions I bersuie aware that I Aa3
watched by other eyes, other ens 11;
urea, other human beings with its
wavering game. They seemed to the
sense of mostic apereheesien that for
the moment held pessesslon of we te
be everywhere- in the hunks. on the
floor, back in the shadows. watching.
watching, watching from the Advan-
tage of another world.
(To be contented In nett bone.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
every elees aikido 'Le lee:beeter. Las-Fr
keeps year whole leaellee tiplat NM ea tr.
remay-Imek plan summer& lesse allee-m•
ELKINS lib VI(TINI JOKER'..
Colleagues in toner WWI, Have rue-
HIM ffieet Virginian.
Wathingtote eterch 26.' D. lie
eliarahayam. of Travantoore, India
this afternoon ok-cupled seat :n !lig'
*enate gallery reeereed fee Itte• see
president of th•• teeter, States. Ile
elite a turban of eeddieb hue mud' a
a:teak !hied uith erliegen_ He is a
eraduAte-of. the Ohio WesTeyan Une
e• rsity ea •route back to talies a -poet-
athatele melee Word ash paemel
'Orieued the' of tit.oeeenieethee
the (bake of Abetizz., who, It me re-
. 44 mat eleiteb ter tit
`rotator Elkins. of West Virginia, est
.11 reservatlou. The
Hindu lawyer at once became the rein-
ter of attraction. One senator. M-
eet on hazing Mr. Elkine, approach-
ed hem aed said: -Say, Elkins, I are
the dkike of Abruzzi le in the r %creed
gellery." In reply Mr. Elkins Pal
never a word, Ile iiirned 5 deo. eel
nrd left; the senate ehantine. He del
nee return during tile 'aft moon. '
The thougtolessnere of sweaters in
i'av:eg fun veth Elkins Is Well 1:lasi-
rated by the audacious conduct of his
telleagues. Eareer in the day Mr.
ett reshef tip to Mr. Elkins ani
-Steve what is the market quo-
'Wien on dukes today?"
Mr. Elkins eiet scarlet, bit his lie
made 210 role.- and and cot the sid'
door lie does not like then- jests
butehls.asameates are damiiiii,t1  tu
here fun with him.
Fourth Temesseee for Taft.
Nestor Ile, T. . March' i The
Rt•puttlIcans of the Fourtie retiree',
atonal distrite he'd two conventiona
at -Leberion, Tenn. The Broentew
faction nominated A. I.. Harrison tee
"veer. es and injisud %V. J. Oliver
for urine& centailiternme and Taft
he president. J J..Holgte sad .1 E.
01:ver •tverp "hewn diorite (14'1(1410es
to the convention at (11 cage. The
H. Clay Evans factiotk also indorses*
Taft fro presideet and coneteesmae
lisle for nationa! rommitteemse, .1
P. Renfm and John J. (Pee were e
elegaltesete the national ton
ventIon.
Indiana in Line.
Indianapolis. Ind, March 26
relegates to the state Demorratic von
vention selected try districts, 'went,-
set delegates to the national esinvon
eon at Denver. and the commie-tee oh
rule* selected four delegates at larr
All of the thirty national delegati*
will vote for William Jennings Bryan
fer president and a majority Of then,
will vote for the re-eleetioe of Nit:
tionsf Chairman Thome( Taggart As
the Indiana member if the national
committee. This will be done at Den-
ver.
Two (1deago Delegates Named.
Chicago, M. Meet 26.—The Re-
publicans of the Seeond'eongresilons,
district of Minot.. e:ected two unin
sheeted -delegates to the national con
ventinn of the party last night. Ito.
0. West, chairman of the party's
state /*entrel committee. and John It
Thompson, treasurer of Cbek counts
were chosen as delegates. The con-
vention teepted no rewalutkms.
Silk:- OP h1101184144 AND HACItle.
I will, hyr Order of court, See the
property of Chas. J. Clark to Ule high
eat 'bidder on the let day of April, at
In a. m., at the Loeb stable. on Fifth
between Broadway and Kentucky
consisting of one match team of gre,
horses. three other horses, two hack.'
tee sent of double horse's, one Oat
ton and harness. on a erode of three
and shismonthe with wood and ap-
proved security. leearine 6 per cent
Merest on all over
A C. RHELTON.
Be Sure
Do not trust too much to your own judg-
ment in medical matters. Consult your
doctor frequently. He knows best.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
REVISED FORMULA
Hard colds, hard coughs, severe bronchitis, .weak
throats, weak kings. We wish you would ask your
doctor. if he knows of anything better for these
troubles than Aver's Cherry Pectoral. We believe it
't
is the best medicine you could possibly take. But ask
your doctor, and thus be sure to make no mistake.
Free from Alcohol .




Alter Ibis week kink will be open on Monday. Wed-
ntsday and Fridays nigtis only. No day sessions.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.









32.5 Kentucky Avenue .
132 8 Voisrth St.
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Total isecnrity to dip...114t1'ae . ........ 1$2,10.000
Accounts te 111111114lisal* owl firma 'when/mi. We appeve tate
small es e ell as large /telemeters And se toed t4) all Ilac *tame cnItiteoua
treatment.



























Phono 742. 512 Broadway
FRIDAY'S SPECIALS
A NEW LINE OF FISH
Roe Shed._ ..... $1.00
White Fish, lb ____-...-20C
Red Snapper, lb - 15C
!Spanish Mackerel, lb _25c
Nat. Maelterel, lb _ .... 20C
Black Bus, lb  20c
Ippi• s, lb -20c_ 
Croppiee, lb 1 5C
Smelts, lb _ 1 5C
Smoked Fish
smokm 114elibut _
Smoked White Fish. - .
Iliteitihattra Smoked
Smo'4ed
S wok ed II err i og-
Omega Flour ___ 85C
3 lb eau Tome tOea - 100
Celery, per bunch 100
Lettuce, large head 5C
Beets 5c
Tomatoes, per doz. ___ 25C
Egg Plant, 2 fur ___- 250
Cueumbera - 200
Strawberries, 2 boxes__ 250
Oranges, dor _6 30C
Lemons, doz _ 12C
Citnberrie4. 2 qte ........22c.. 
Potato Clnpe, box 1( C
Spanish Ouions _____ 25C
IV:member, Our Fish Days are Thursday and Friday
r-nrino-cAL NEws STATE BOARD MUST
--+;:-:;;;;;7::teopath,". KEEP CLEAR FROM
isroad was . Mane 196.
-Forms for real estate agents foi
*le at this oaks.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has hit the
gay for a few mouths. and 1 base ac
attired an Interest la his busluese and
aball look after it for him. Any in-
formation with eefereece to any
*ranch of it will reeelve prompt at-
tspeoe it you will call up The Sun
Game Both phones 358 E. J. Paz-
Imo
--Dr. Warner. veterinarian Treat-
ment of domestic animals. Both
phone. 131.
-vve can -ere you the finest car
nage, la the- elty fur wedding, bah
aid theater calls. Our prices are low
yr than thoetechargird for like service
ta_aay city la Amerota.
la /tweed to oune,*.ed thebest in Rile
cetp:----Pahher-IrrltiotiOr C*1111901Tr.
-Carriage_ wort, of.. aft.' kinds.
Paintlets, reperine, rubber Aires, Cl.
.Serlatt wagons made to order. We
are offering special induetaients foL
ii ne's at the Fest Baptist church to-
terries t vt• Og, n at *bpi? time an al-
eget) host: on eleseeenve and led,-




In the mind of the scrupu -
loud houses ifs, spring Mean-
ing aid hug ea let m nattirs are
indissolubly linked a n d
rightli PO. Hug extermina-
tor, insect powders and moth
balls are as necessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and w .,have the best lice of
them thet can be bought. We
hittolle the Diamond Brar.d of
pure Delmatian Insect Powder






Make: loth lbws II
PARTY POLITICS
1 Frankfort, Ky.. Mart h 26. fitpe-. al I III a letter to the lea leveret
san board of control of • heritable In-
setutlene Gusernor Neilson notified
them that they must resign from Po-
llute' party /omelette* anti will not
te. allossed to take any pareen politics
tote r than to vote and t•xpress their
opimone •
The guverestP approved the bill ale
lowing warehousemen to comminee
tehaeo of like grades stored in their
wateheuses. . .
eg for an' elect: .,n will he discussed
e -.1gforaia41on 'has been -received
tenni CJI. Bud Ulale..who is with his
wir.-atiiet Springs. that Mn,. Deli-'
has rectivered from yreumatisIn sunl-
it rib It, be ah'.e .to %%elk without
early orders. Belton Sign Works -"trim'. - .
Phone 401. • • The revisit: tying condurted at
- Fur house numbera, door plates, ee' Metht,eist eltarch In Littleville b)
brare stenellee MGM and alums' •le.eltes. W. J. Neses is. proving sue&a
cheeks of all kinds. rubber type rigor -essetil and . many co:leer:eons have
marker,. See The Diamerd Stains. lee n made. The Rev. Mr. Naylor's
Wetits. 115 South Third. Phone 35a •uhject for tonight will be "God IP
If you want a nice lawn tow Love.•'
Itrunson'e lawn grass med. Flower
seed that grow. l'frunionlir.Flower
Shop, 529 Biliadway.
--City eubeerteers to Um Daily
Run eetto wish the delivery od thee
Papers Mopped meat notite‘ots GPI-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention wIl'
be paid to sueh orders when giver
to carriers. Bun Publishing Co -
-W, F. Perry. painter and deco-
rator, estimates furnished, pre-as rea-
sonable. Old phone 1556. Shop and
-rearidenre )u!5 Clark.
-- *Cameras. Cameras, Cameras, and
leutak sit:pease el' all kinds at K. 0._
CI. menet & Co.
For wall paper of all kinds.
/rem the cheapest to the Wet. see
KelTv elk rtntiptighe ell Kentucky
avenue Both 11110114,.
Mr. .1.. II. Qtennian. of Chteage
Inoue barttone *Inger. who hits beer
ngaged by Lines Farrell to slog at
the Keay thtater this week, Is prowls-
:ne quite a feature for the patrons of
•Ills popular theater. .Mr. Qu'uniap
eIlt be at the Koev theater sad sing at
each and every performance this week
vely. The boy wonder is as popular
tot iser wills his songs, and the put-
u.., at ehe Wiry have never Iron
metaled in this city. Every picture
, • a feature in every sense of the
-reerti.- 
..
-Place your orders for weddine
evItatIons at home. 'The Sun Is
towitot as great an assortment as
'on will find any where, at pricey
'real lower than you will have tit
lay eleewhere.
--The saloon and rt.statirant o•
eer the benefit of those wanting VIII Reynelds. colored, on Kentucky
sm 'quantities or co deliveral, will  avea"e, was closed yesterday on a
est roes warrant imam d from Males-7 f4 'Web. Is jut, $1 : 7 bushels lithe.,
a rate Emery's court in favor of the11 1. Both ebony's No. 711. Barry
i:- rtn•berger. . . . Pedurah Bretvers. company. _for rent
The imt---wwilown imam,. will hwin  the building evenolds weepiest
Capt. -Edward McCormick whore
vocal chords were recently paralyzed,
ie./4 not etitirely recovered his "peeve
teemgb he is 'tome-what improved and
• an talk PO ma to be understood.
-- Th•• Ladies' Mite Society of th,
First palette elitirch will meet Frida:
afternoon at 2 o'clock with Mrs. J. T
. lisedick, 327 South Seventh atreet.
Neel Green. relief driver for th,
: et• it at the No. 4 tire station, has
'."hanged places with Henry Robert
, • /11. driver of the chemical wagon at
No el fire *stem. The,change he
I -*me effective this morning.-The revival meeting in progress
at the Kenttiekry Avenue Presbyterhe
14-ehurch Is increaling in interest ti,
cach service and large. audiences ar-
hearth* the Rev. M. E. Chappel. of
Princeton, who is doing the preach -
lug. The meetings begin at 7:2s
o'clock each evening and a specia1
chorus has been organised to lead th•
-- .4 _ -
PATROLMAN JAKE KOVACH
CAPTURES DAVE KEELING.
This morning Patrolman Jak'
Roulet arrested Dave Keeling, col
ores!, charged with carryne roneselsti
a deadly weapon Keeling IS the
negro Unit shot at Patrolmen WbItte-
TIMIW-41111 Rogers Tuesday night 'an mu
!hen 'seeped by jumping Into the
river. Patrolman Roust+ learned tbai
Keeling worked at a house on North
Second Street and arrested him. Keel-
In, was sweated he the patrolman
and confeased that he had bid She
pistol In the kitchen of ye motharl
home,
Elks :Attention,
rho anntial election of officers In
1
Padiseah lodge No. 217. B P. 0. Ifika.
W1U ke held at the Zits' home tonight
at ft teieloeft:
.1 1'. DONOVAN, Exelted Ruler,
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Elaborate Iterthdey, elelehrtgeow
Conine Rome IS County.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Collier, of the
connte. celebrated •today the 37th an-
niversary of the birth of Mr. Collier.
There were 150 guests present and
ihe ladies quilted. An elaborate and
delightful -dinner was served. Among
Omar present are: Mr. JohneCollie.
.ind family, Mr. Marion Collier ad
family, Mr. Wylie Park and family,
l. C. Cain and family, WEI Howell.
and fawily, hobert Crockett and fam-
14. Mrs. MeNell and family, Mr. W.
E Belcher and flintily, Squire John
Boaz and family. Heart Reliance and
'suety, George Moore and faintly,
B. fleas and family, Nathan Edwards
and (Limey, lir. 'Ed Adams and ram-
ie. I. R. and family. J. H.
liallence and family. Iferbt•rt Whets
and fanely. Frank Davidson and tape
Hy. Mrs. Anna Whitis and family, J.
etekes and family, And. rem David-
en, Mes isse Wilkins, .Miss
Smith. yiss (leo elin,,ii. Miss Mary
Sawyer, Milo/ Flossie Burkhardt, Miss
Fenn's, Burkhardt, Mrs. Will David-
son, Dr. Ryburu.
magazine club Meet. This AfternImee.
Mrs. George C. 'Wallace Is hostess
te the Magazine club this afternoon at
r home on North Ninth street
North American Review, Ceature, Out
oek and Current Literature will he




Mrs. W. H. Ralph will teitertain
he Manchester Grov•• No. 29. W. c




The Ka:02,111,11k. 1:111) %ill meet in
reeular aevkly OS.#1ou tomorrow
morning at 40 o'clock at the Wo-
man's club house. The program in-
chides a discussion of some of Rome'.
notable plateeK as folios.:
1. St. Pt-ter's Miss Hallic
2. The Vatican -Miss
Haight s.
3. The Seethe Chapel MiFS Fait:
Langstaff.
4. Current Event* Miss leather
tne (Sulkies% * ;
Megionvery Sorely ellectiseticern.
The Woman's For-.:gn Missionax,
inch fy . of the • • Weida a, - •
'(smirch, met yeeterday afternoon I;
he parloiX of the church. The to
'owing °Mears were elected for le
mitedtemary vest: Mrs MI
gird F. Davie. president; Mr.. T. P
Puryear, first vice presidett; Mrs. P
R. !sent, second vice president: Mr:
M McGtathery. secretary; Mre
riarene, Bennett. treasurer; Mrs. J
1/V. Ftlaekard, agent for the Woman'
Missionary Advocate. Mm. te it
i'hambenesecretary for the Paduca'
•tetrict gave an inte-eeting report o
'he work in the district, and paid .
high compliment to Mrs. Doses a
presieent of the Paducah society, th
isle year. Mrs. Chamblin has done :
ins work as a district officer, and th
fact that she will soon leave to mak
it. Louis her home is deeply regretter
ey the missionary workers of the de
lest and the Broadway Method's
hurch in especial, of wtileb she Ii,
'eltbeel andintereated member. Mrs
ehathblin's position Is a conferents
one and the election ha held at the an
lual meeting In June.
•
Mr. and Mrs. William J Whitehead
1721 Madison street, are the proud
"rent. of a boy baby, born last night
Mr. W. A. Downs, 1714 Harrisor
street, left this morning • for. Fulton
on a short business trip.
Mrs. Wilmouth Rooks, Fifth an'
Clark streets. Is improving from en
attack of nervous prostration and is
able to sit up.
Attorney Jerk Fisher. of Benton, is
ID the city. s
Mra. Frank Cohurnr 112a Broad
:say. and twe (hildren. t adys and
•
Turn your old heavy
winter shoes out to
grass.
Here are the new
light•weight champions
that will put your feet
in fighting trim.
Bring your teet to us
and see how comforta-
ble we con make them
feel.
Thomas, left last sigbt for Chicago, '''''''eee-esee-eeeseswisessesewssiesseissi
ehere they will %let a few dass,
Mr. Frank 11#1#1. *tilt to Mreficla NEWS OF COURTSlaat night on a visit to relatives.
Mrs. Cora Potts, of Paducah. Is
Vg-iseeetayaselds
• Mr. J. V. Blaydeit, a prominent to-
bacco warehouseman, of Fultou, is in
ithe city today.Mr. J. A. Eillisen returned tb his
home at Murray the morning, after
trensacting business in the city.
Attorney John K. Hendrick is at-
tending circuit cote: at Mayfield.
H. Stroud has returned to
her home at Aloe) after visiting rela-
tives in .Rowlandtoen.
Commonwealth's Attorney John G.
Lovett returned to Raton -this morn-
leg.
* A girl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Hosick, et te2l eauth Elev-
enth street, Saturday morning.
Senator Coon Linn, of Callow.
county, is in the ;sty:
Mr. J. 0. Rutter, cashier of the
Bank of Hardin. is in the city.
Mrs. George H. Cox, who has been
visiting Mrs. A. S. Dabney:- of, Fifth
and Harrison streets. returned to her
home at Owensboro.
Born. to Mr. and Mrs. Lon Englert.
:110 South Tenth street, last night, a
girl baby.
Mrs. M. J. Williams and Master
William Cecil Horton gave returned
home froin St. Louis, accompatieel
by Mrs. Ovules Horton who under-
went an operation.
Mrs. Thomas Davis and children, of
Smithland, who have been visiting
MTS. Maggie Crawford, of Graham-
vile,. are visiting Mrs. Davis' sister.
Mrs. John D. Smith. or Barak-at
boulevard. -
• Mrs. James Smith, of Hi lsboro.
Ihio, will arrive this evening to vire
'ler daughter... Mrs. David Cady
Wright, on Kentucky avenue.
eleVEN VEARS Volt SIRIP THIEF.
Paris, March 26.- Rousseau. whose
'dal began here yesterday on the
liarge of having in his possession and
ittemptieg to negotiate cheeks and
.onds stolen front mail' bags aboard
he steamships La Savoie, La Lor-
aine and Teutonic. was sentenced to
.even yeers' imprisonment. whee a
hird /1111^, SPreelle ha name, on trial
II the same charge, was acquitted:
•-••••••••
*alit hi Ohio.
Columbue. O. March 26 , -All was
or- harmony 'at. th-e meeting of- lime
tateeDemocratee _leadera last nigh.
'he meeting was called after Mayo,.
ehnson. of Cleteland, who aspired
the Demcoratk national committpe
'-'3# and the natimsal chairmanship,
arrled his fight Into the state cone
eete against the organization of
irmer Congresenean Ilarvey Garbsr,
rate chairman and recognised for
-ars as a Bryan leader. Garber did
ot attend, tote sent a letter vrbish
as read. He declared:
"The issue which'some may think
hteatens the existing harmom in the
erty is not a political one at all. It
- personal."
Split in Third Tmkneyeete.
Chattanooga, Tenn.. 'March 26.-
convention of dm Republicans of
he Third digit-let of Tennessee. held
ere, resulted Ina split and two con
enticing. One selected H. Clay Ev-
ns and A. J. Fletcher as delegates
e Chicago and J-kructed them for
raft' Theother named J. W. Peas.
Ind John E. Patton as delegates, with
to Instructions. Cooteets in three
ounties caused the split.
Washington. March 26.-C.aptaln
'lark D. Dudley. Fourteenth cavalry,
tattooed at Boise barracks, Idaho
as been convicted -by cour-martial of
ruelty ha having compelled a; young
/Adler to partels up and down the
,orch of the be-racks for three hours
tearing on his bask a plaesel with
he words "bad. 'my." Captalu Putt-
••y was sentenced to be confined eith-
ng the Smits of h's post for 10#1T
months.
GROWING STRONGER
'2%p/sweetly, With Admaciag Age.
"In 1596, at the age of 50 years. I
°lewd from caressive coffee drink.
ng," soirees a man in Missouri. "For
our year's I sfiambled about with the
:id of ecutchea or cane, most of the
eme unable to dress myself without
help.
"My feet were greatly swollen, my
eight arm ass shrunken and twisted
inward, the fingets Of my right hind
were clenched and "pull not be eat
tended except with great effort and
min. Nothing seemed to give Me
more than temporary relief.
"Now, during all this time and tot
above 80 sears previously, I drat*
daily an average of six cups of strong
coffee-rarely nettling a meal.
"My wife at last took me ease late
her own hands and boeght some Pos-
tern. She made it according to direr-
Gong and I liked it fully as well as the
beet high-grade eoffee.
"Improvement set In at once, In
about ale months I began to work a
little, and in less than • year 1 was
very Much better, Improving rapidly
from day to day. I ank now In far
better health th'in most men of my
years and Apparently 'growing strong-
er with advancing age.
"I am bury every 'day at some kind
of work and am able to keep up with
the procession without a cane. The
arm and hand that were once ve moat
useless, now keep far ahead In reptil-
es of Movement and beauty of pen-
manship."
"There's a .1110Mere"
by Priatum Co.: Rattle creek. Mich
Read ''Th • Rat to WIeltvilie," In
Name given
f. vuert,- et Appeals.Southern railway in Kentucky vs.
Lewis, administrator. Anderson; com-
monwealth of Kentucky by, etc., vs
Chicago. St. Louis Railroad company
McCracken; Boyd vs. Morris, Graves;
!Americas Bridge company es. Glen-
more Dligilling company, appellant's
'petitions for rehearing overruled.
i Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Loul,
I Railroad company vs. Russell. Mar-
shall; appellee withdrew motion foi
subpoena duce* tecum and t•-ndered
corrected part of the record.
I
e
In County Court. ,
. Tles sill of Mrs. Magdalena limn-
nrr offered for probate in the county
court yesterday leavt-s all her, prop-
erty to be divided equally anions her
children after the following sums
have been paid them: Joseph Breit
ner. $152.82: Louis Brenner. $1911;
LelliFe Beekenbach and Mary M
Wheeler, $450 each. Peter flecken-
bach and Louis F. Wheeler are made
eeecutors of the will.
The will of Sue Eggleston offered
for probate leaves all her property to
her husband. Elmer Eggleston, who
is made executor of the estate.
OWNI•••••••••••••••............,"•••••••.••••,"••••••./SP,W.P.•
Deeds' Piled.
Vri. Mary. Miter:en to Mrs. Mary
Holland, property at Twelfth and
Ohio streets, $600.
R. G. Terepleto J. T. Gilbert, lot le
Fountain Park addition, $Pand other
conrielerations.
- -W. V. Webh - to W. W. Rogers.
property on Hamptoneaeenue. $2011.
J. N. Fetcher to, Richerd
preperty in county. $350.
Richard Rouse eis M.„6. Weather-
ford, property in county, $400.
In Bankruptcy.
Attorney A.. K. Boyd, trfietee for th.
Stott Hardware conipany. finished
the paying of all dividends today.
Dividends on claims paid a little ov• :-
2 per cent and the total dividends
paid a fraction over 12 per cent
In Pollee Court.
Poilcie court occupied the entire day
in trying cases against Theo. 'Petra
charted with selling liquor without a
lisense, and against (1. A. Cbandisr
for perninting gaming.. Minnie
Brown, a baawdv house keeper, was
tined $25- on ronfeeston-of a breath
or ordinance. . .
The docket was: Breach of ordi-
nance-Joseph Klein, $5 and no
costs: Minnie Brown, $n and no
costs upon sone:salon; Harlan Griffith
continued until tomorrow. Disorder-
ly conduct-Harry Anderson, eon-
Vetted until tomorrow. dRobbery- -
Edward Walker and Elmer Davis,
continued until Monday..
Cheult Court.
Tomorrow lit'the last day in which
civil suits may be tiled and docketed
for appearance at the first day of the
criminal term, April 6. Five suits
were filed today, the most 'important
being that of Austin C. Morrison
against the Columbia Manufacturing
company for -410,460 damages, al-
leged to have been sustained by the
plaintiff falling into a barrel of scald
Ing water while engaged as night
watehmaa at the comps-Meg factory In
Meeffantesburg. The suit was dis-
missed on motion of the plaintiff at
the last term of eolart after the -evi-
dence had been heard and the 'urge-
mcnt made, the reason for the dis-
missal being that It was believed new
and Important evidence had been sp-
ewed. The accident thiplpetted August
13, 1907.
M. T. Spann bronght.sult for di-
vorce from Rule Spann, to .,whom he
wait married in January. 1801. They
lived together until Mirth, 1007.
May Brewer sues for divorce from




Prominent citizens of Benton, who
are In the city this afternoon, say that
there is miich suppressed excitenten:
lit that town over the anticipate' visit
or night riders teovenge the attempt
of the grand jury to bring the parties
guilty of the Birmingham killings to
Justice. A ottruher of heavily armed
entrees remained up all MOH last
night' to repel any attack that Might
he made, and the same thing will be
den* again tonight. It is expected
that rifles requested from the state
'usenet at Frankfort will reach Bea-
ten tonight on the 7:30 o'cieek train
mid these will be distributed among
trusted and determined men to be
used in saes of an Invasion.
CONGRESSMAN SHERMAN IN ILL
Chairmen, - of Ropublkan fiampalits.
committee to Be Operated On.
Washington, Marvel 26 -Repreeen-
tative -limea S. Sherman. of New
York. chairman of tbe . Republican
congressional campaign committet
and one of the "big five" of the house
leaders. was taken to Garfield hospital
unconsclotta late last night to he oper-
ated on for gallstone's Dr. Finney,
I
Vthe famous surgeon of Johns Hopkins
reireraliy, has been summoned from
lissitimore and will perform the oper-
as soon as he arrives shortly-
after 1 o'clock Wednesday -morning.
Bryan and Taggart.
Indianapolis. March 26.- Bryan I
tompletely dominated the Democratic
state convention which wire, held hers
tees,i invoke the fight mad* Os
him. Nat flemoeratic
ii
Dogs Bark, Trees Bark, But
Hart's Prift Knox the Bark Clean off
SATURDAY, 28th
19 Cents
Takes Any Article Named Below:
3 quart Granite Sauce Peas
6 quart Granite Milk Pans
8 quart Tin Pudding Pans
5 R0114 Toilet Paper
4 quart Rotund C_Ifee Pot
2 quart Cr unite Measure
Large Granite Dipper
5 pound Smoothing Iron I
12 quart ljalvanized Bucket
4 quart Granite Preserving Kettle
1 quart Granite Milk Kettle
Large Granite Wash l'an
Sew:ng Baskets




RakesWhite Metal Table Spoons
4 quart Tin Sprinklers
1 gallon Galvanized Oil Cans
17 quart tin Dish Pans
Granite Muffin Rings
these Lamps
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
• Incorporated.
Subscribers Inserting want ads In
The Sun will kindly remember that
alt such items are to he paid for Wheal
the ad Is inserted, the rule applying
to every osse without exceptiose•
BOY WANTED 311 14 B'wey.
FOR heating and stovewood rhast
437. P. Levin,
ntour tar iiite-=-t-oniparaetvely
new. New 'Phone 1605.
•
lphone 2559. .
' WANTED-Plain and fancy meat*
Satisfaction guaranteed. Mies Anna
'Davis, 423 South Ninsteehth street.
FOR' SIALE--41O-Od setiond:hani
mantle and grate fixtures. Apply 428
South Fourth street.e
J. E. MORGAN hone shoeing,
general repents& rubber Urea. 41)?
eouth Third.
WANTED-Lady stenographer ter
wholesale business, must be compe-
tent. Adereas bock Box S85,
ileANTED--PosItion by eaperieneed
grocery clerk or collector. Address
II., care Sun.
WANTED-To rent three or font
room cottage. State ioation and
price. Addreas M.. care sun.
FOR SALE--Horse, surrey and
hcusebold goods. Am leaving- city.
326 North Sixth street.
FOR SALE-Perfectly gentle bug-
iss horse, 14 hi hands high, at a bar-
gain. Old phone 1535.
--W-ANTED-Seperienced carpenter
to put seats in small launch. Address
C. K., care San.
FOR SALE-Barred Plymouth
Rock eggs. 50e for 15. Old phone
1440.,
EC. COPELAND, fresco artist,
church, ball and residence work a
specialty. Old phone 2631.
_
MONEY TO LOAN en reel estate.
Phone 745,•L. D. Menders, 318. South
Sixth street. . --
WANTIED--/pleerieneed . stenos-
rspher. Apply in own handwriting,
addressing Pat, care The Bun.
FOR SALK-One eight toot exten-
sion dining table and gas range. New
phone 97, old phone 994-r.
'WA'NTED-Someone to plow three
or four scree and do some hauling.
'Ring old phone Mee Ring I.
-FOR-SAL14-=-Four good bone.* in
excellent Condition. Johnston-Denker
-
Coal Co. Pones 201,
WirisrraD-A good barber to take
charge of shop. No drunkard weed
apply. W. T. Goodman, 1704 bleyeis
street, city.
HOME on easy pay metilitT-foili
mom., two porebts. pantry, eta., Mc-
Cracken Real Estate & Mortgage Co
New pboee 12, old 765.
'GET OUT that okl suit of last year
slid have it cleaned and preened by
James Duffy, alotith Ninth near Broad.
cal. and It will look like new.
-FJOST-A good ride If you don't
My your buggy. phaetoe or surrey
!rem Powell, Rogers & Co.. Incorpor
ited, 131 North Third street.
,71POR RtiliN1*=ktih 16, dwaiii
1627 Jefferson street. I roome, all
modern conveniences. Hot water ter-
race. Apply to Wm. Hughes at Pa- i
Borah Banking Co.
---t.ititlf- -e Lit6Ta belt buckle. batsman I
,-, ,,-.11 sod OW* ow iweadway or on I
3,:it, be • *roadway Madame 4
a to tb tor re- ,
LOST -.Gold Elgin watch in a
pocketbook. Old phone 1512. Lele •
eral reward. ,
WHITEWASHINO - Wanted a
good. workman to do some white-
washing at The Bun office, Apply
Frttillirmorning it 9 o'clock.
114
Household furniture, piano, Oliver
typewriter and touring car, et 1530
Broad street. H. Bridgeman.
SALE-At your own price •
FOR RENT-One tritely furnbeim
front room with board. Bath, etc
Also family sewing solicited., 624
Kentucky avenue.
and whii.e-
coo4 at the Home of the Friendless.
Apply at 412 Clark between S and
a, in.
FOR SALE-Certificate good-fa
$35 on purchase of Baldwin piano or
pWnOla. Address J. L. R., care Sun,
Stating, what you will give for It.
POO Rff.NT--Aptil 22nd. Seven-
root/F./at, second floor. Thompson
apartment house 617 Washington
street: Phone .2134.
LET CS Sell your real estate. We
will collect your rents, pay your taxes
and rtileve you of all worry. Mc-
Crecken Real Estate and Mortgage
Co. New phone 62.
LOST-Black leather pocksTthook
between Second street and Mayfield
oad. Contained $38.20 when lost.
Return to this °Mee and receive half
of contents.
WANTED-Bright boy to ca▪ rry
- route In the neighborhood of Wallas'
park. Here Is a good Opportunity ,
for an energetic boy. Apply 'at The
Sun office Friday at 3 p.
HORS= AND MCIAS ViANTIEUt
-We will be at Jas. A. Glauberlir.'
stable, Third and Washington, Satur-
day, Mardi 28. tO few horses ant
mules. Lave. & 'Leaven.
-.MAARY-ellest pia' on earth. Notit
hog like It. ,Ilebotos of every lady
member published with description.
Many beautiful, wealthy, etc. Act
treble The Pilot. Dept. 230, Mar-
shall, Mich.
YOCNG MEN to prepare for 4111111D.
for railway mail and otter governs_
merit positions. Superior Instruction
by mall. getabilehed It years. Thou-
sands of sureessful students. Sample
questions and "How Government Pot
sitions are Secured," sent free Ise:
ter-State Schools, 564 2nd Ave.,
ar Rapids, Iowa. 
•
WANTED-Per U. B. artily: Able;
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 36; citizens of the untted
States, of good charactee and temper
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write EingBeh. Men ' wanted for
serttre in Cuba and !be Fhilippines.
For information apply to Recruiting
°Mom New itttitaioad  Mows, Pa-
ducah. By.
fliEef TO TOMB NICAR LA'S.,
Doke Denied Right to Move Relative's
Body 11•TODI Pantheon.
'Paris, March 26.--The government
has refused the request of the duke
of MOntebeeto for permission to re
nave the remains of his 'grandfather,.
he Illustrious Marshal Lannon, from
he Pantheon to the family vault lp
Montmartre cemetery.
The• roqtiest was made by the duke
ecattee he did not wish the body of
he marshal to lie to the Pantheme
with that of Smile Zola, whom he.
crlbed as "the 'molter Of the army "
The cabinet voted to postpone the
rapider of Zola's trod, to (he Poti-
on to Soso 4 to polosit eompletion
If It n. anti-
PAINA Art. 4, TT1E PADUCAWEVENING STN TatttaDAT. MANOR AL
SKIN BISEMLL
CAUSED BY HUMORS IN THE DICSD
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands, through
which-an evaporation is going on continually, day and night. This is
rAture's method of regulating the temperature of our bodies, and pre-
serving the natural appearance of the skin. These pores and glands
are connected with tiny veins and arteries through which they receive,
.from 'the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to preserve
their healthy condition, and enable them to perform this duty.
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will he free from
eruption or disease, but when the circulation-becomes infected with
acids and humors its nourishing and healthful properties are lost, and
its acrid, humor-laden condition causes irritation and inflammation of
the delicate tissues and fibres of the pores mild glands, and the effect is
shown in Eczema, Acne, Tenet, Salt Rheum, or distressing,
disfiguring skin disease.
These humors get into the
blood through a deranged or inactive
-condition of the system. Those
members whose duty it is to collect
and expel the refuse matter of the
body fail to properly do their work,
and this surplus or waste matter is
left in the system to sour and fer-
ment and be absorbed into the
blood. There are also certain
other humors which get nem the
blood from without. The juice or
milk from poisonsius plants, such
as poison oak, poison ivy, nettle
rash, etc., enters throug't the-open
pores of the skin and.tat- 2S root in
the blood. This causes a breaking
din which remains for a time and
then disappears, but returns at
certain seasons of each year.
The cause of all skin troubles can be traced to some kind of humor
in the blood. Smooth, healthy skins are only possible where the circu-
lation is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can only
come through a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid. Salves, washes.
lotions, etc., are valuable only for their ability to keep the skin clean,
allay the itching, and tend to reduce inflammation; they cannot correct
the trouble because they do not reach Os blood.
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of ever)' character and kind, because it
purifies the blood. it goes down into the circulation and removes the
convent cornfi,humors that are causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid bloc, ion be uninstructed. the buggy and took to the elds
• and completely cures The Evano Hale force held no eon- They were soon discoyered and a duel
Eczema, Acne, Toter, vention, but met today to name a began. Five shots were fired before
ticket. the two surrendered. but neither wasSalt Rheum, Poison Football Tactics. ' injured.
Oak, Poison Ivy. and The Brownlow,Oliver forces took The men refuse to give their names
all eruptions and dis- possession of the convention ball and so far have not been identified,
eases or the skin. shortly after 6 o'clock. The guards The third man escaped.
When S. S. S. has plated thereiby the state committee
SWIM other
ECZEMA FOR TY YEARS.
I want to tell you the great
good I received from the use of
S. 8. 8. I am now 75 years old
and had suffered with Eczema
for forty years, and could And
nothing to cure me until I tried
S. S. 8. I suffered intensely
with the Itching and burning;
pustules would form from
which there Rowed a sticky
fluid; crusts would come on the
skin, and when scratched off,
the skin was left as raw as •
Woos of beef. I suffered agony
the long years I was allIcted,
but when I used 8. S S. I found
a perfect cure. There has
never been any return or the




driven the humor fro'm were ejected. Thee held the fled ant
the. blood, and cooled 
ohn the time came went ahead 'with
and cleansed the acid-
the organization of the convention.
Hardly had Chairman Davis rappedheated circulation, for order, however; before an evens-
every symptom passes away, the skin is again nourished with ricn, Sanders-Hale charge was on./ Witk
healthful blood, andlebmfort is given to disease-tortured skins. • regular football tactics, they started
Special book on Skin Diseases and any medical ad.-ice free. for the' rostrum. Before the OliverS. S. is for ,sale ;ID dAswirveiia. , squad crnid put itself together. San-
sPECIPIC C6., 'ATLANTA. GA. ders hall reached the platform and
was proceeding_ao calLihe convention




Worn as Result of Riot at Ten-
'Lessee Convention.
rolior Ite..foreti Something lAke Order
and (Inc Faction Held Closven-
Uon--State Chairman
NEWELL !SANDERS IS INJURE!)
•
Nashville, Tenn., March 26.-The
Republicans .of Tennessee 'gambled
here for the state convention. Illaok
ejes, skinned heads and bruitied hands
and faces testify to the riot trat
Marked the gathering in the haU of
the house of representatives at the
capitol.
In the list of casualties. Chairman
Sanders. of the state executive tom-
tpittee. figures prominently. His ex-
perience in the hall was one never to
be forgotten by him, and to witnesses
of the turtojlent scene. It seemed
!cosi incodible that he suffered no
real physical harm.
As it was, he presented a sorry
picture whet he emerged from the
battle which occurred between the
factions, one supporeflig the interest
of Congressman Brownlow. the other
those of former Commissioster of .Peia-
Mons EvIIRS.
The Brownlow forces wanted W. J.
Oliver. of Knoweille, for national corn-
rnats-einani the Evans men favored
the candidacy of tongressenan N. W.
Hale for the position.
sheer force of numbers and
fighting mowers, the Browntow-Oliver.
Austin crowd took and held the hall.
nominated a ticket and adopted a mo-
tion that delegates to the national
far before the Oliver foes came to,
then backward and forward, the strug
Contractors for Painting and Paper Hanging 
. Igling mass surged.
The Sanders guards could not stern
Price, Reasonable All Wont Guaranteed tte tide, and he was literally torn
t3ith Plitztatsas saesl flow their grasp, his clothes torn al-1
 imosa off ind be was bodily lifted from
his feet and carried out mitts the
 veranda.
While all of this was going on
,fights innumerable were in progress
and the haH was bedlam. Then came
the pollee and something resembling
order was restored. In the course of
the riot. R T. Cameron, of &setts-
I .. - 'sitar of &Bloom at 129 S. Second Street.
Sam Smith C.  has equi p pod tile new 1 estau rant and nerves everything
up to date. Meals 2..c Hot and co d lunch served at all hours.
WiliC. Stanford, 5L:nager. Cordially invites all his friends to call.
NEW R.ESTAURANT
MOW CASES an&COUNTE
.AND.1.11 At a Great Sacrifice
We are refitting our store with new furniture and offer:
2 ten foot Cases, cost $3.5 each, each
6 eight foot Cases, cost $20 eac.b, at . $1-2 each
4 four foot Cases, cost $10 each, at - $6 elch
Fine golden oak counters at. -S1.00 a foot
To match the four and eight foot cases
We are offering other counters, sitelying, a talking machine, a moving
picture !titbit, a ast'e and hit- or other stuff at a great bargain.
- TERMS CASH 
D. E. W1L,SON
Now at 313 Broadway
Now Ready for Business
:NEW
PATTON STEAM LAUNDRY
 At Seven hand Adams 
THE new Patton Steam Laundry, with acomplete equipthent of the newest and
most modern machinery,ls now ready to re-
cave your work. No detail which will add
to the quality and appearance of our work is
missing; we guarantee you
Better Work for Less Money
NEW PlittNE 576.
Shirts 8 Cents C(Illfirs 2 Cents
Just Give Us a Trial: 1 hat's All We A311
noorras. a Brownlow man. It is said.
broke four folding chides over the
head of a negro delegate -who had
given him some talk.
With the -pollee leaking on. the lati
ver-Hrownlow men went into conven-
tion, the Evans crowd offering DO fur-
ther inteelestoness Omit y41:a elvElelers
at the speakers.
DeWitt's Little Harley Risers. small,
-sure Dille -aver pfilt:--Skild b-y-a
Dniggists.
Anyway the .-np..! who has nt, faith




This is th.• little of year
when the human system un-
dergoeF a radical change and
man) fatuities assisting na-
ture get their spring recipes
Heil. To all such we wept
it known that we are beat
equipped to furnish highest
grade drugs sod put them up
in the most satisfactory man-
ner. Prescriptions will be
promptly filled and delivered




Have you neglected your Kidneys?
Have you overworked_zpur nervous
system and caused trofible with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you pains
hi loins, side. be, It. groins and blad-
der' Have you a flabby appearance
of the face. especial:y under the eyes.
Too frequett a desire to pass Urine?
if so, Williams' kidney Pills will cure
you-at Druggists. Pries 50e. Wil-
liams' laTg CO., Celereland, 0.
BIPARTISAN
RON. lAWItii P. HEAD IS
A 164.11OR EDITOR NOW.
Mr. Louis P. Head, formerly mem-
ber of the legislature from Mc-
eraekia meaty, ant a well kn°"
lattor leader. has been niade editor of
the labor department of the Pensa-
cola. Fla , Journal, where hein now
laested. Mr. Head is a bright and
versatile writer and will no doubt
make the department Interesting.
$5,000 ROBBERY
LINCOLN RANKER Is HELD UP
WITH MONEY' Eon MINES.
Three Highwaymen slug Him and
I ake aloney H.. Wit,. Oil
His Ws.
Bloomington, Ill . h 6.
Frank Frorer. president of the First
National bank or Lito-o:n and of the
Lincoln Mining oompan). was Mullett
by three men while driving to the
mince to pay off the employes and
robbed of $5,000.
Two Are Captured.
Peoria. March 26 -Two of the
three men who held up and robbed
President Frorer, of the Lincoln Min-
ing company at Lincoln, Ili.. were
captured.
The three men In a buggy ap-
proached Frorher on the street. Taso
of them got out of the bum and
jumping to Froher's rig bore him to
the ground and grabbed the satchels
containing the money, threw them
into their own buggy. jumped in and
started out of the city at a fast clip.
Prober, who was not seriously in-
jured. returned to his office and mill-
fled the officials. Ttfe sheriff and the
eaptalp of police pursued the robbers
two miles, at width point two men left
,
•
I AM IR YEARS OLD. end mow used any remedy
equal to Dr. tkIrs NUJ's-Mary. It Sire., quiat Nod
E rasa es rip as well m coughs and colds. lly=twssa lune' strong.





4:dr • 110 
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king out th, false. rIna ea the try, 1
" RIDS out I hc many. ries in the fey,
, DR. BELL'S
Pine-Tar-Honey
Nature's most natural remedy, improved by.si ier( e
to a PLEASANT, PERMANENT, POSITIVE Cl RE
• kr toughs, colds and all Inflamed NurL(rs
of the Lungs and Bronchial Tubes.
Why Do The People Use Over
5,000,000 Bottles Annually:
TUN R. K. IMITJAINIU.AND MLIMCM4S 00.,
lib pO
Oratlissies:-1 want 1m s44 tootlasoelal themniragr .at laded
eseatted ato nt4. 11.0 *Wk. /W r amps d 5v.-r5 hoir..et
able.. 0. ttt.4 114) . I. • it en'. won.. r bilrely
'all lo'' eo Iv elleuk. Tr...I leer or fit.' r.siod,.. um h. y
3 o't bolo ate. My ed. west to the druggist's sad van!. •or.I aloe.
104tl• ot ver ii.. IV Ws Plow- Tsr- Honor and ions Imes istopernkiz
miago let I tad Ow Orel 5..1 5,01 • ilea" to two smirk
also doubts ASK them write sae se wi. *bast It. SespeglIss IY.
No. Cl arorebuall Iltrert. (ISO. ULIttyll
Look for the Bell on Bottk and our Guarantee No. 506.
5451 4Arry5,5s. Ohs 'Sr
big I. E. SAYAIMILARA re dui eh, Ply
Hero as One of the Many Ite•sons GIIPUJI by Ou of rise
Ji Jet I 01 it 11.1)5 siorran rasa cort•ii
11111..wA !AA- \\
threatt•nid lo the h,uk hand. be-
cause of the killing of one of thelt
ai:eaed members, who had demanded
nioney under the pain of killing the
-banker and his family.
Three thousand depositors clamored;
Mud', at the Patti bai.k today for
Oleg' sayings, anj a ̀ rtin-faci-iiroGrirs-
et, the bank of F Acriteill & _Son.
across the street, and caused It to shut
its doors.
The rue On the Patl bank, the po-
: charge.- was engineered by the
tdat-k hand, in revenge on Pati. Tito
Pal.. yesterday acquitted by the coron-
er of having killed Pelletro. When
the run was at Its height police re-
serves were rushed to the district to'
quell the fast-rising disorder.
HOARD BF:COMICS EACT IN STATE
KENTUCKY.
Stanley Nalward sworn in end Takes
His, Seat as Member at
Frankftert.
Frankfort, Ky.. March 26 -Tb.
charitable inetitutione of the state are
now_ under, the control of Me first bi-
partisan board ever established In
Kentucky. Stanley Milward. the va-
le-appointed member orthe board ot
central 'of charitable institutions, to-
dity took the oath of office. lie as
eworn in by one of the judges of th,•
Lot appeals, nad-at-onee went -to
the office of the board, where the
r three members wpre. The fist
meeting of the new IIIpartlaan board
then was held. Nothing of aupoit-
;thee was before the meeting. the oil)
Lod:lees being of a routine nature.
Politicians here are wonderteg
what will happen When the bipartisen
hrard deadlocks as there Is no pro
vision for a settlement of the tit
should oneee,_Tbe members er-nt..
hoard, 
howe 
, Amy that there will he
nribtroublu along this line and this.
there will not be any tie.
Appropriation«.
Frankfort, Ky.. March 26 -Go‘et
ROT WirriOTT.IIPKOVerl the hill appro
4q1atilig $2-5,000 each to the western
and central asylums and $17 .:0)1) to
UP feeble minded Mother,. lie ha,
decided to veto the bill providing
for pensions for Louisville echoed
teseleka attar certain term of sent -
RUN ON BANK
IS STARTrD lik 1111.44$5 HAND •40-
ClETV LN Nov voit.K.
Italian Ranker whip jabot_ spa &lied
10,1,1ser I. litehrelln opeof
ow mi. a
I \ . * 'or k, marsh 24.-As 14 IIN11101to th, killing of the black hind agentIrtanciten Palletto, by Pasquale Pat!.
ithe banker, Mho has asia threatened
with blackmail. there win II flu ao-
iday on Patra banit. at 240 Elizabath
street, where 1 ii t. shooting took plate
The banker, his wan \ . a-la-law
Kodol is today the best known remedy
for all d 'orders of the stomach. such
as cbspepela. heart burn, sour stomach
and belching of gas. Sold here by al/1
Druggists.
Thomas Moore never made more














House Cleaning Season is at !land
. Ynu'll mot carpets cleaned. We don't
BEAT thew; we CLBAN then. That's what
. you want. .• .• .* .• .*




THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
p %ma'am. hENTt CRY.
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY.
Capital. Surplus tusd Uedivibed Prinks $400.0011
tgotrele,Iders Rosposs•ittilley  • .  900.000 00
Total iteessaneitzflity to Drooaltoes 000,000 00
S. II. HI (01KM. President. JOH. J. EILIRDM AN. Vice President.
J. C. ETTKIIIIAt Cashier. C. E RICH AILOPI4 Asst. ('ashler.
INTEREINT PAID ON TIME DZPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. R. ANSFACHER, K. R. FITORKS, S. A. YOWLER. 1. L. FR/ED-
MAN, I. C. UTTERRACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, IIKAVIS OWEN.






Them are the foundations tine's
which we are building shoals.
I m. horses are groomed to the
pink of condition al way, and our
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reaannabla.





EYES .EXAMIDILD) PRI; F.
STEI!TSIROS:fICAL CO. I
Telephone for Appointment.
Both Phones 11 lb r
Stands Like a Stone WaN
TIM Cattle, Norm, Hogs -Is Proollimily Indestructible
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• •senvessi anisis•
• o •ISMIllames ams.
AMERICAN FENCE
Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
binge pant, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too hard nor too soft.
We can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
atiperiority, net 0111)i la the roll but ia tbe held. Come and see us and get
our pricca
F. H. JONES & CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR PADUCAH
Beth Phones 328. Cor. Second sod Ky. Aye.





















REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call. S.u4 .r 1.1.114.1 for st
Phew 333. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADOC4.11. KT.
NEW STATE 1101 EL
•
101171101PoLIS, ILL.
D. A Raney, Preto.
Ifemosa and bow bout la the cliri
Rates WOO. 'two largo manopi
moms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights








FOR TIM TENNESSEE RIVEIL
STEAMER CLYDE
Leave. Paducah for Tessieseee Rice
Every Wethereday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WIWIJIT Idoetc•
El'CiENK ROBINNON  Close
This company is not riTsPollaito
for invoice -charges unless collestv
by the clerk of the boat. •
Special excursion rates from Pads
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the roan.
trip $8.00. Loaves Paducah over






Steamers Joe Fowler and Jobs a
Ropk.ns leave Paducah for N•hlhe
Trifle and way !andel,' at II • in.
TUX STE %MICR DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wa
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily. *a
eept Sun4lav. Special excursiol. rate.
now In efeit from Paducah ti; Cain
and return, with er withookolliipol
aud room Good musk and table ay
*roamed.
qf For further information apjty
IL A. Fowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, o
Given Fowler, City Pass Agmt, a





CURE  LIMOS 
wiTH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FDRC0 tiC HS PC ICEOLDS Tow sone
AND Al]. THROAT • RID t UNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SAT/SPAITOIATI





The following reduced rates
are announced:
auttuit GRAS
New Orlemllt, IA.. March S.
111011.
For the above occasion the
Illinois Ceotral Railroad com-
pany will sell round trip UN,-
ets on February U. 27, 28.
29 and on March I and 2,
1908. for $16 95, kood re
turning until March 10, 1908
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,





The following communications are
of interred to tobacco growers:
Paducah, Ky.. March 10, 1.908,
In certain sectlons of the country
cyrtaln individuals are telling it that I
am lighting the association, and that
I have said that there is a fight on
between the aseociation and the
Farmers' union. I want t0 say that I
no man ever heard me say anytbingi
that could even be construed to mean
that a tight was on between the as-
*Gelation and the lollop but exactly to
the opposite, that there could not be
arry-ttiffthopre -between-
thin and the Farmers' union. since
...our object is identkal.
The parties who are trying to ntart
a wave of disturbance by such fates.
reports are deadly enemies to the
grow...era of tobacco, and here and
now serve notice upon every tobacco
grolver in Kentucky to look toms
such talk as the most deadly enemy
to your welfare now extant, and it
does no; matter whether the party
talking belongs to the association or
the union, or whether 'he is oll the
outside of both organisations. You
mud not have a more deadly onerni.
for If there Is such a emtelitka as
war between the **Metall°s and the
Farmers' union I do sot know of it,
and if it evee comes the amoelatioa-
will have to bring it 011 Or 00M. g44
signing party. • o •
No man can my test I have ever
persuaded any man to take his 'to
baceo out of the arsociation,_but to
the contrary base in every case ad- San Diego, Cal.. March 26.--Wire-vised each man who had his tobacco l• ss reisgts troll Magdalena Bay tellOPER*Teinue.w sort eon account CI new ligntd to the association to keep it of rapid progress being made by theIshour law. Railway wires are cut into there until it was sold, I speak plain- I s xteen eattleshles of Rear Admirally to every farmer In Kentucky whe-.BOOKKEEPING ;11.7.'7-;:.•,:i. I say this IR the most toing and the4, big his i• •t. t Aat he teacher. most critical time of your :ife for themom Bookkeeping la flInCh. months timetbor tomn ski. success of an eirgenised movement to
SHORTHAND 78 ." riat ̀ '"h. TY' 14 protect yourselves against kin?! s ofCourt grit. h
TOBACCO
NO ROME 'DANDRUFF:
Sew bro's Reepickka De.troys the Pes-
tiferous Cease of .%nuoying
Dandruff.
Does your head itch' Is your coat
or dregs full of white Mikes after
dressing your hair? That's the effect
of dandruff. Is your hair thihning?
Are you beginning to gee bald In
spots? Are you already, in fact, rap
idly becoming bald? If so, that is the
effect of a measiey little parasite that
burrows In at the root of the hale.
and throws up the scalp in dandruff
anti Olga off , the hair at the niot,
eienee's latest discovery Is a de-
stroyer of that pestiferous germ. That
destroyer Is contained in no other hair
preparation on earth but Newbro's
Herpicide. Try it, and be convinced.
A delightful dreaslaig. Sold by lead-
ing druggists. Two sizes, 50c and
$1.00. Send 10c in stinips for sam-
ple to The 7rierpicide Co., Detroit,
Mic4.-W. B. McPherson, Special
Agent. •
w 
letter I called attention, briefly, to an
egort being made in certain sections
of the dark tobacco diitrict. to Indere 
members of this association to have
tht!r tobacco prized. stored and sold
through another agency than the
Planters' Protective association. Siam
writing that letter, our assistant man-
ager *lid our auditor. in -the pursuit
of their regular duties, traveled
through these localities and they" end
In some places energetic effort beins
made to allure our members into an.
other spioelatIon. It is not their
trolley to condemn the Plantors' Pro-
,tective atametation, they even say that!
their organisation Is_a subsidiary in-
stitution . but Met it •posseases teat-
tires more beneficial than the Wes
institution, and that one might jo!ti It
and patronise it witheut violating any
rule or obligation to the Planters'
Protective association. I want to re-
mind you that the very best way to
put an end to an effort of this kind is
to take hold of it in the very begin-
sing, to stain, out any encroachment
upon the Planters' Protective amoeba
tion. before It has mottos a bold: They
may make seductite promises which-
are Most enticing. Tie Planters'
Protective association never made any
promises, the board Of directors al
ways gnarded anythipg which might
be construed a promise. They simply
said, "Join the association; we think
we can derlionstrate hereafter. We
can do much good for you." It has
suo-ocessioa te-oroasewowl-thesrent
good it has done Is known world-
wide and every planter knows it fron.
practical experience.
I do not think more than a few
words is necessary to keep the un-
wary on the right track. so I trust
you will give this effort close atten-
tion and head it oir even before it
gets as fa-t as a The legal
features of the Planters' Protective
association are In splendid form and
you would really save a member much
trouble and benefit him greatly by
Poineleg out to Wet elesrl. that he
must, without devktlon or variation,
observe the spirit and the letter of his
pledge and the ru;es of the Planters'
Protective association.
Yours truly,




Paimer-D. G. Hart, Nashville;
Charles L. White, St. Louie: D•
Cori's, Metropolis; E. H. Bull, St.
Louis; G. M. Greem.Nashvilie; U. S.
Moss, Louisville; G. W. Willis, Cin-
cinnitti; R. II. Peters, St. Louis;
Char:es A. Nelson, Indianapolis; F. S.
Taylor, Chicago; J. L. Webster, 'New
°Fleas*: A. W. Bright, Louisville;
Vernon ' Price, Richmond; H. P.
Bradt, St. Louis.
Belvedere-Walter M. Elrod, Mt
Vernon; -J. M. Baird, Greenwood:
WIWDeBolt. Vincennes; J. T. Fergit-
son, Poplar Bluff; Tom Haden, Rock
Castle; J. W. Johnston. Cincinnati;
R. Downs. Murray; A. Sheller, Re
Ellaville; A. F. Shaw, Louisville;
Louis Keghlman, St. Louis; Ed V.
Sims, Louisville; P. S. Cannon, St.
Louis; E. W. Hurtle Evansville.
New Richmond-B. F. Wilson,.
Bardwell; J. H. Gibson. Dublin; E. F.
Rennin, Weston; 0. W. Bailey, Dub-
lin: P. H. Myers, Lola; D. 0. Omens,
Caldwell; J.' T. Nall, Clinton; J. H.
Womble, Lowes; J. E. Hollowell,






lass the Ibugs and illaPot.t heritotheterrible !page+ ot
1,4)1.1119011111 1)1111 t Malt 1.1.
Ill your touigh has beimase •
itenacs to y..at health and
Cke Pis,.'s Cure aip,1
ftib the prompt ',dart- It
ha.grifest suderers
from omit., al“.1 olda dor tog
hall a Lematury's toe.




Your 'peels' attention is
called to the elegant assort-
meta Of new Spring and
Slimmer Goods 1 now have
for jou to select from, and
Th. time to order
that
Easter Suit
My prices are right, style,
At stud workmanship the.
best.





Fr xv.nt.h• I 5•4 avast troetheell.% .enaaltn.1 e•-•1 sit load. of 54.4,2r. Sas....La a. •• gnu.. erase lay
T..*.".. ago • fit..i•••••r*I• •••.I •ftar taw's( thou e•  wilt arly ••••• f • say abut ••••y ha•• •rtlraly aural at
you %nal I Nan ••,••11•km. to anf On. alley rt toy f nark teotehrt'has. H heats as 1st riasteu St.. Noe lark.
• THE PANTICAFI EVENTNG. SUN • •
THE PADUCAH
oRDERED TO HAITI TO PRE-
SERVE ORDER.




Washington, March 28.-41'wo ad-
trtional war vessels were ordered to
Hayti, following a conference of olli-
i mais of the state and navy depart-
'Meat.. As the Des Mr:ekes already
,has been sent to the scone of the -re-
csnt outbreak, which endangered the
Ides of foreigners on the island, the
United States will be represented by
ttree war vessels in Haytiee watern.
The vessels dispatched are the guo-
beets Marietta and Paducah, both of
whit* have been at Guantanamo,
Cuba, preparing for target prateice.
The evict nature of the *quieting
newts from Idaytt. receipt of which
brosabt about this ptecautionary step,
by the irate diWitit-
Meet .
The hit&tion in Hayti is regarded
at anything but tranynil, says one re-
port, while the government has shown
a disposition to conciliate the powers.
there is known to be a strong under.
current of popular ill-feeling oh rh,
governmental act itm should' g't.ts
tt is feared, would Sid tnow.oe .11
be withdrawn. - - 4
To get wen satlies Weil take IlleLB.AWII
001tD1AL Pros y mote than HWY Tear,of up, to be la very best health pr.....rwee,
strati th maker d hboal portlier ill oases
sad OS per at all ,aJera.
'twat. Pal gattl... enaet, Taal, Wend De 0.•4.. • •51,..• 13•1•.• Ise. sr N.. p.mvi,e itee••••• 1.1.141r ova..ohat eta at rue, !tote) tat.
.4••.•1,1( Remedy 1130. , Chit aro tor PI Ir.
let 4..;AL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
AM AND WOKS,
Vel Le a for oaatara
13=e dlartagee.lallamteellat
,Pritatkos• •100•Stieli•
••• mart••••• •' ato•O itoonerasee.Para anat. eelnlara ad net aorta.
gat or la... a.
tattlIA71.2 Dad bp Watmlath.
ek• 110. wet is pliOn wraith.
by Prel•Irl, tat
SI IS. or 1 bs.tlos W.
Canoloir am es moss*
torstoti.,,r, student. U-144
tha Short ha ml nrauehilitc.a bee-TII Lev IPC ernes that Is now being and will
POSITIONS t seT7.r.-I,71.7.71iO'S,t1! continue to be, put in motion to dhems. e300,000.00 and ie years* throne your efforts to protect yoursurcreis. to mess* rootlets under reasonable hornet,, and sour families and Ornorolittasem or sellout tun etcommieou.
Addre...loo. It. lir Prest. Salliaed effort for the farmers of this
Lang ot so me-ea.-me far% VIM,- is be last stroke of or-
DRAUGHON'S J country to free themselves-from trustPRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE • slavery. Fellow farmers, will you. ab•• ••••••••• el teal
this stage of the game, give a listen-
ing ear to any man who would seek
to deceive you by telling you he is
your friend and then In the pest see-
k•ence tell you that rertein parties are
 so, against the as/iodation or the union.
Watch oat, fellow farmer's, for the
man who I in your own ranks. for It
is that, , fellow who has dest
every farmers' organisation that has
ever been organized. Equity. justbv,
and the golden rule are the tbrelo
great principles upove, which thc
Farmers' union- is finInded. We now
have thirteen state organizations.
a national organisation, have won
throe lights in succession against th••
cotton speculator* of the world and
are now receiving more than six thou-
salad members daily into our great
organisation, welch is more than two
MUM _ltrong. We .feel confident
that sooner or later every termer will
know more of tthe victories of this
wonderful moviisitirit as a business
organization. free from party politics
and sectarian religion, where the
faaherhood of God and the brother-
hood of man are recognized by the
members CVery1,4 here as among the
mhief objects of our great order.
Trusting that all false reports may
hereafter find no resting place In the
mind or heart of any farmer, I beg
to remain the farmer.' friend now siva
alweys 'It. (' BARNETT.
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The !granters' l'rotective .8antociation.
To the Board of 1)Irectors. District
Chairmen, Prisers. Storage House-
men, Graders and Salesmen.
My -Dear Sirs: In a recent circular
Evans command toward the complies
e(-1.1 of their record target practice.
All of the Bring ,o far has been at a
rPnge of 1,Gmoi nrds. or just short
of one mile The firing also has been
eon-fined to stationary targets, and It
In now believed that there will be a
chaage either of range or character
of target during the remainder of the
practice,
According to present plans.' as MI-
tvunc44 by Admiral Evans, the fleet
will leave Magdelens Bay at daylight
on the morning of April 12. The
steaming speed will be raised to
eleven knots on the run to gat Diego
to bring the fleet to anchor off Coron-
ado beach_ at 2:39 p. m.., April 14.
St. Nteholas-8. B. Oholson, Ep-
person; H. B. Poisderfer, Evansville;
H. D. Rutter, Louisville; J. I. Mc-
Dwain, Holladay; W. .1, Ayres, Bryan;
J. W. Hail, Memphis; J. W. Redman.
Caeye ; Tern Ryan. G reen up ; H. W.
Washer, Battle Creek: R. C. Stock-
dale, Cairo: W. H. liapgood, Topeka;
H. H. Hambright, Amarillo; John H.
Jackson, 'Guthrie; W. H. Sampson,
Spartanbutg.
VOPII moat .at neglect alsebargers at
NAUSEATING VELLUM MATTER frogsthe I:ar, None &al Throat.
(*Al' ARrtjl 18 1.101' ONLY DANUBE-
OUS in thli era". but it causes ulcera-tions, death slid de.-ay Of hones, kiltsambition, often Cause. loss of appetite,and reaches to general debility, Idiocy
and Insanity. It needs attention at
once. Cure it by taking Inistsaie BleedBeim (B. IL n.) It is a quick, radical,permanent cure because It rids the sys-
tem of the poison germs that cause-catarrh. it-triesaMi Tem. newt Moroi
(B. B. a) purifies the blood, does awaywith every symplffm of catorrh. B. n.IL sends a tingling flood of warm. rich,pure blood direct to the paralysednerves and harts affected by catiarrhalpoison, giving wet ,nth and strengthhyst where it Is needed. and In this waymaking a perfvt, lasting cure of ca-tarrh in all its forms.
Whet, we say that B. B. B. cures we
RAYS RUSSIA SEEKS REVENGE.'
Member Derbires Ides of Retaliating
on Japan is Cherished.
St. Petersburg, March 26.-The
bill presented by Foreign Minister
!swots*, raising the Russian legation
at Tokio to an embassy brought out
considerab:e opposition in the duma
when it came up for its second read-
ing.
tivaroff. an Octobelist, declared
that to make the legition an embassy
was not an adequate guaranteesbf
policy of peace in the far east,
In his opinion recent treaties opened
to Japan the possibility of a peaceful
conquest of Russieg coastal territory
on the Pacific and along the Amur.
In conclusion. M. Uvaroff said the
duns& was neither the time nor the
Aiaoe 10 of mouse-an idea, how-
ever, that wart ever cherished in the
beak, but was never spoken aloud.
lavroisky promised that Russia's
iainhaseador to Japan would be select-
ed with the greatest care; that he
would not go in go:d lace And tinsel.
hat that he would keep the govern-
ment informed of the actual situation.
He said the conventions with Japan
offered the only means of check:ng
the foreign Invasion of a region eco-
nomically undeveloped and precenting
a collision.
Take a woman's looks for her age





In most cases are direct result/
co? WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-,
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membranes







Two dooms give relief, and
one box ell cure anyeordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak sad 'TAMS/ Back. Rheuma-
tism and all Irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and womea. Sold at 60
'oats a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's dreg
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole erects for Paducah, or soot
by mall upon receipt of prim to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
Kodol is a selentilis preparation of
vegetable acids with natural digest-
ants and contains the same juices
found in a healthy stomach. Each
close will digest more than 3,000
grains of good food. Sold by all
Druggists.
IPHILHARWONIC SOCIETY •
T4) Ile ritfLANIZED TONIGHT.
Professor William Deal is planning
tilfbrm a philharmonic society in Pa-
ducah and has called a meeting to-
night at W. T. Miller's music store
for the purpose of enlisting as many
people In It as possible.. Every musi.
clan in the city who would like to join
the movement is requested to attend
the meeting tonight.
111.1111111111111116..MIE111.111111111PIMIIIMIHIS
mean a real cure and this We guaranteeB. B. B. has cured thousands of catarrh 
Seeds! Seeds, 
ruses-even the most deep-seated kind-after every other treatment had failedB. B. B. does tiffs because it reaches thecause of all the trouble; namely Poi-soned and Diseased Mood. Just try B.B. B. for Catarrh awd you will get wellsurely and quickly.
datitalle ed Baba (11. B. IL) lepleasant and safe to take; composed ofpure Botanic Ingredients. BAMPLIISENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,Atlanta, Ga. BOLD BY DRUGGISTS, or,sent by express. At $1 PEI" LARCIV,BOTTLE, _with coniplete directions forhome cure.
Sold in Paducah. Ky.. by R. W.Walker & co.. W. .J. Gilbert, Lang
& Gist.
The Bluetit Engine.
Penn”rIvanla will be the possessor
won of the largest stationary evine
in the world. It is now being erected
at the Carnegie Steel company's plant
atSharon.
Without roundel: plates or fly-
wheel, the engine weighs 55.0 tons.
Two of the castings weighed 118




Bad Breach, K'Hawking, Ringing
In the Ears. Drawees, Hacking
Cough and Spitting Quickly Oared
BOTAN C BLOOD BALM
The Remaly tablet I errs Ca-
tarrh by Killing the t hatarrbal
Polars awl Purieytaa the Bleed.
L.A.RkiE FftEK
PAGE SEVEN. f
ispoetal fiat cars had to be built.
i The engine's capacds 25,e0i)
horse-eower, yet oaiy on man will
be required to operate it.
As the engine will bg used for op-
orating the rolling machines, it 'will
be subject to great strain, At the end
of each run it will have tE be reversed
quiekIS, and the load will vary from
nothing to its maximum power.-
Pbeedelphia Prom,
Mr. John Mho. of Vining.la , says
"I have been selling DeWitt'. Kidney
andBladder Pills ter about a year
and they give better satisfaction Lhau
any pill I ever sold. haye used
them Myself with line results. Sold by
all Druggists.
First Violet-Coming out yet
Second Violet-No, I'll wait Ull 
thy.rubber plant moves away frost he
radiator.-New York Sun.
Kennedy", Laxative Cough Syrup acts
gently yet promptly on the bowels
and allays inallmmation at the same
time. It is pleasant to take. Sold by
all Druggists.
You *met melte era while-the saw 
shine.; n 111•FW•od old1011- .n. time.
Come to the new









Distilled in the spring of
1000. Sold in bottles with
the government $tamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•\'
For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing superior
NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
spring and summer use. • We clean
all stoves and putin good working
order, for the nominal charge of $1.
-,Repairs extra. -Stoves called for
,and delivered free. .e •
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THE PAT)TtXTT EVENTNC: SUN
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In d)brngcnafure 8createi. anew in fielct and forcA.
Wilai more liffincc; iime o clifcarcl the Jailer drext
/__)-Skrinfer 4anclarray onerAlin cit&r fit-
fin reited the jay of 1 ile out (1-Dif uncler funrylex
ur careful review of. our p rz igi ex &/w ill
fuggeft an approptiaie feledion.
$111114141PalWal Watt* tf4t U14041000011t4ifrilAthahin4.iaVirfiiiiiwrounow.amoottr...rt... *sr 2e• =In rwrinampleffermienviereiffaisMirigronpiffitwoirompipairrinntir..
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